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FELLC.;SHIP of KAXrgS and RESTORERS of HISTORICAL IMSTRUI-IiUTTS 

Bulletin no.5 October. 1976 

FoXREI is now just over a year old. It was invented during and after 
the first day cf last year's Early Music Fair, and I arrived at the Fair 
on the seccr.d day axmed with some membership forms, xeroxed that morning, 
and a recoipt book. Richard lurnett was the first maker I approached, 
and he is n^rber no.l on our lists. The score this morning is 248, 
which suggests that people think that what we issue in our Communications 
is wcrth reading. Ve are now on the point of finding out whether this 
is true, because the time has come for you to renew your subscriptions. 
Please read the following paragraph carefully because it is a bit com-
plicated, at least for members outside Europe, and if you don't you may 
pay us too much money! Our estimates on postai costs were too pessi
misti e end we have nade too much money; as a result we are reducing the 
overseas subscription. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: These are now due. 

Rates; Erit?in and the rest of Europe: £2 as before (plus 75p» if remit-
ting in foreign currency; the bank has increased the charge for 
conversion). 

Outside europe: The new rate vili be £4 for new members, but for 
existir.g members it will be only £3, so that you will have paid 
£8 for the two years and thus will not have been over-charged for 
the past year. So for those renewing their subscriptions, send 
£3 (plus 75p« if remitting in foreign currency). 

Method cf pa.-yT-.ent: If the laws of your country permit, your own cheque 
is as good as anything else. Strictly speaking, currency notes are not 
allowed to co sent by post, and you have no redress if they go astray 
ir. the post, bank cheques, which a lot of you use, are of course OK, 
and if they are exprecsed in sterling, they save you the 75p« conversion 
charge. If ycu have to use the Post Office money order, mandat, or 
whatever it's called in your country, get started on it straight away; 
it ear. take two months or more for a mandat to arrive from France or 
Eelgiuc ^sc far, the worst that I've raet). 

And remember. you won't get the next issue until your subscription has been paid. 

Zxcerticr.s: A few people ir. Europe joined before we reduced the rate 
frer. LA to '-2; they have been written to and warned not to pay again. 

Forci-n gurrencie£: If ycu are ucing your own cheques in foreign cur-
rer.cies, dc Icok at as recent a note of exchange' rates as you can; we 
have no ob,';ectic.n to ycu ser.din,; us more money than you need to (we do 
object to getting less). *he pound is no longer worth two dollars, and 
it doesn't leck like frettine tack t.o that figure by January, so you can 
save a bit of ccney by looking at the current rates. 

CC^T;ìiICATIC»S: One reaction to my argine members to write has been 
'Hew dc I know wnat other pecple dcn't know?'. There are two answers: 
a) t.-.ere is always someone who doesn't know something - we were ali 
beerir.ners cr.ee, and as we go on to a new instrument, we ali become be-
gir.ners again. Try te remember what you didn't know when you started. 
b) and to my mind the more important and the more useful, nobody does 
any sort of craft job without imp^oving hia technique, devising the odd 
short cut, cooking up the odd labour-saving device. Pass them on to 
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your colleagues. Also pass on the ideas that may work and may not; 
Paul Hailperiti's note on burnt bores herewith is a case in point. And 
if such a note gives you an idea, let's have it. Paul's has n;ade me 
wonder whether part oi' the trouble with lnthe-bored bores might be the 
speed of turning; has anyone tried a bow-lathe? Laurence Hcken has a 
good description of free-hand turning, with a bow-turned tool but not 
in a lathe, in his Folk iiusical instruments of Turkey (pp.413-417 and 
488-491), ore reason that 1 wrote such a rave review of this book in 
Early Music. Is it possible that an advantage of free-hand boring is 
that one can feel if the tool is changing course and can move the work 
slightly to compensate, so maintaing a straight bore? I don't know 
whether a tool can be ground to cut in both directions of rotation, but 
if so, then the change of direction on each bow stroke would avoid, or 
at least compensate for any tendency for the drill to move sideways in 
its direction of rotation. 

REPLIES TO QUERIES: If you can answer a question which you see in the 
Bulletin, it can sometimes be useful to send me a copy of your reply. 
Ture Bergstr^m asked last time about tools for turning the inside bores 
of great bass recorders and similar instruments. Paul Hailperin has 
suggested using bull-nosed single twist augers, which he has bought 
from Vm.Ridgway 4 Sons Ltd., Oscar Works, Sheffield 3» England. He 
also suggests for conical bores that one can make reamers by lathe-
turning a piece of hardwood to the desired profile, then cutting away 
nearly half of the diameter, screwing on a steel biade and filing the 
biade to follow the contour of the wood. Stephen Taggart has thought 
of using an old bayonet as a reamer, one of the old Lebel French ones 
which can be bought quite easily in those 6hops whicn sell antique 
weapons; these, he says, are cruciform in 3ection (I seem to remeraber 
seeing triangular section ones also), 300 mm. long and tapering from 
14 mm down to 4*3 mm. Cost he thinks would be about C10-C12. 

FOLLCW-UP TO PREVIOUS EULLETIIiS: Stephen Taggart sent me a sample of 
his synthetic ivory (a ferrule for the blow-pipe socket on a Uorthum-
brian bagpipe bellows); at a distance of one foot it looks like ivory. 
It doesn't feel the same to the touch and I think that it is lighter in 
weight, which could affect its use as a ferrule on a sound-producing 
tube, but certainly for appearance it eeems fine. I have had a long 
note from John Betts on the subject, which I have asked him to write 
up properly for us, but in case he hasn't done so in time, I pass on 
two warnings: a) as the resin polymerises it produces a lot of heat and 
can explode violently; b) be careful when machining it - always do it 
wet because the dust can produce severe irritation to the noce which 
can persist for several years. Stephen 'i'aggart c^ys that he has had no 
problems with either of these, but bear the warnings in mind. There 
is another note on synthetic ivory herewith, and we would welcome more, 
since the ever-rising cost of genuine ivory is a problem for irany of us. 

I said in Bull.4 that Tom Beeston has some useful jigs. He asks me to 
say that he has not had time to sit down and draw these and describe 
them, and he's not sure when he will have the time. he asks me to apo— 
logise to those who wrote to him and to whom he has not yet replied, 
end to say that he is keeping a file of names and addresses and hopes 
to get down to it some time, but no promises. 

John Betts says that he hasn't get very far with his 'anti-bug' agent 
experiments because nebody except me has sent him any odd bits of wood 
that he can try various agente on and then see if the bugs will eat 
them or not. Surely we ali have this problem of bugs and rots and so 
on getting at our instruments; haven't most of you got a box or sack of 
scraps of instrument wood that he could try on? If you bave, put a 
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haniful in a box or padabag and post it to him. He will publish the 
results and you and your customers will benefit. 

Regarding I-ùaple, Trevor Robinson s.ays that the confusion is worse in 
America: "for Ar.ericans, 'sycamore' is no relation to the maples but is 
a eie se relative of the European piane tree. These two are, respective
ly, Plntar.us occidentalis and P. acerifolia. What in Eritain is called 
'sycar:ore', we cali in America ' sycajr.ore maple'. It is Acer pseudopla-
tar.us. Enclisi] harewcod is obtained from A. pseudoplatanus by a stai
ning treatment with iron salts that give3 the wood a silver-gray color. 
It is ny understanding that in Britain any species cf Acer except pseu-
dorla V'vr.us r.ay be called 'maple' but qualified by prefixing 'Korway1, 
'sugar', eie. In the '̂ nited States there are two kinds of maple 
'hard' and 'soft' the former including only Acer saccharum and A. 
nitrrua, the latter ali other species." He adds that the maples are 
easy compared to the boxvcoas, the rosewoods, and worst of ali 'grena-
dilla' ! I leamed years ago that the only way to sort out conch trum-
pets was to learn the proper scientific names; I think perhaps we'll 
have to do the sane with wcods. 

Ili TU RE ? ni J z CT S : I have mentioned before the possibility of Special 
Communications, which would be mcnographs on any subject which are too 
long for a normal journal article or Communication, but too short for 
a bcok, or too specialised. One on polishes is in preparation, as I 
said in J-ull.4. Another suggested one is on restoration, conservation 
ani drawings of keyboard instruments from John Barnes and urant O'Brien. 
In that connexicn, would anyone with anything to say pie?se comment on 
Cxr'Jìt's Co^n:unication 0:1 conservation (Comm.lO, issued with Bull.3 last 
Aprii) and on John's herewith, and also on John's comments on Grant's 
Co:aa. if he has written them in time to appear herewith. If you have 
any coments to make at ali, do please send them to them; the more of 
ycu who help, the better the final publication will be. 

KCTE5 & NEWS: There will be another Early Music Fair next autumn in 
London. It is hoped that there will be more space so as to accomodate 
both core stands and larger stands, and it is also hoped that it may be 
possible to sell frem the stands at the fair. I had hoped to be able 
to say core, but Richard Wood hasn't been able to give me more infor
mation as yet. Any urgent queries to him; otherwise wait till the next 
Bull, appears early in the new year. 

Richard Wood has opened a London branch of his Early Music Shop at 47 
Chiltern Street, W.l. This is the old Harpsichord Centre and it's not 
very big, so stock is linited, but if you live in the South and want to 
try anything that's not in stock, they will get it down from Bradford 
for ycu. 

Tony Rooley's Early Music Centre in Holland Park is moving into publi-
shing their material, cainly through Brian Jordan whose shop is next 
door to them. 1 had hoped to list what they had available, and also to 
list their courses for this winter, but they've not sent me the infor
mation. 

David Se Charles have just published my "The World of Medieval & Renais
sance Musical Instruments". Naturally 1 think it's an excellent book, 
ani co far there haven't been any reviews te contradict me. There are 
over ICO illustrations, including ali the Beauchamp Chapel Windows and 
rather mere Cantigas than I've seen elsewhere. The text is not as de
tailed as we would like, but it was written to a specified length and 
suffers frors the usuai problem of trying to choose between what to put 
in and what to leave out. Like ali books nowadays, the price is hor-
rifying: £7.50, but at least it's better than some other picture books, 
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which can go f-40 or more. 

Another new publication is Rudolf and Uta Honning's annual Kalender, 
Zeugnisse Alter Musik 1977, which has as usuai twelve engravings, wood-
cuts, etc. of musicians, ranging from Durer and Craf to Daumier, ali 
excellently reproduced. Copies are available from Uta Henning at DM. 
17-80. Also available are the pictures (Bildermappen) from earlier 
calenders in doublé volumes (i.e.24 to a volume) at DM.16.80 per vol
ume; there are three volumes available. 

Stanley Grigg asks me to say that he is not making lutes; please delete 
that word from the July list of new members. 

Our first Exchange Member, Eouwerskontakt has a meeting on 23rd October 
(fcr which this will probably be too late), from 10 am to 5 7>™ in the 
Instituut voor Muziekwetenochap, Drift 21, Utrecht. 

We have à second Exchange Member, CIKCIM (Comite International des 
Musées et Collections des Instruments de Musique if I remember rightly). 
It is the branch of ICOM, the international museum organisation relevant 
to us. I hope that the exchange will mean that we can publish excerpts 
from each other'8 bulletins. 

There is a projected new Scottish Conservation Centre, which is designed 
really fcr architectural matters, but since they are likely to be invol-
ved with the contents as well as with the buildings, are interested in 
musical instrument conservation. I have told them to get in touch with 
St.Cecilia Hall, but anyone else in Scotland who is interested in know-
ing more of what they are doing ehould get in touch with Mandy Palmer, 
Scottish Conservation Centre nesearch Project, Department of Architec-
ture, Edinburgh College of Art, Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9DF. 
They are interested in conserving craftsmen (!) and crafts ao well as 
buildings, so I would think it worth any of our Scottish members at least 
being in touch with them. 

REQUESTS: First one from FoMRHI. After December 31st we will need an 
auditor to look through the books. It's not a big job, nor does it need 
much more skill than the ability to add without using fingers and toes, 
but members are entitled to know that somebody has checked whether ali 
the money that comes in has either been properly spent or is sitting in 
the bank and that I've not been drinking it. We could pay to have this 
done professionally, but 1 think that is a waste of money if someone is 
willing to give up a couple of evenings to add it ali up. If nobody 
volunteers, we will have to have it done professionally, and that will 
mean less money for printing Communications. 

', George Sandberg asks for suggestions fcr locating reinforcement bars in 
- unopened instruments. He uses a hard, small brush which he rubs over 

the wood, listening for differences in resonrjice, then lightly ccrat-
ching with his fingernail, he locates the bars more procisely. This 
method doesn't teli him the thickness of the bars, and he asks if any 
one has any better ideas. I have told him that I'm dead against rubbing 
instruments with anything, especially hard brushes and fingernails, and 
suggested small dentist's mirrors, but they don't help much when there 
is a rose. Copies of suggestions to me, please, for wider circulation. 

/ 

\ 

Paul Kemner would like some information on chitarrone construction, 
especially on the neck, pegboxes and bridge, and also on theorbo pegbox 
construction. In which connexion, see my comments at the bottom of the 
first page; there is always someone who doesn't know what you do know. 

r 

Joern Steinberg asks whether the small DG-lute belonging to Laurence 
Witten, described by Friedemann Hellwig in the 19 74 Lute Society Journal, 
has been measured or X-ray ed. He also asks if anyone can help with 
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a better photograph or drawing of the inner side of the soundboard of 
the cx-i-.alfper.ny Hans Frei lute, now in V.arwick Museum, than that in 
the Galpin Felican book and GSJ, especially regarding the traces of for
mer barring. lie stresses that he will pay for any expenses in these. 
I have sug.cested some possible sources of help or. these, but if anyone 
can help him, please do so. 

Cari *illetts asks for information on reeds and staples for late 18th 
century oboes, i.e. two-key eboes, not three-key, working at about 
A-44J, net 415. he can find information on the earlier instruments 
tu-: not on the later cnes. 

Neil McJowan seeks detailed references, other than Tinctoris, on the 
Dougaine, the mystericus quiet shawm. I'd be interested in the answers 
r.yself. I've never teen happy with the idea that it was a single-reed 
ir.stror.ent, a clarinet precursor, since one sees, as late as the Maxi-
nilian Procession, normal looking shawms with quiet instruments, and I 
dcn't think that a normal shewm would work with a single reed such as 
the culli used in the small Hungarian folk instruments. My own guess 
is a normal shawm with a normal reed, but the reed lipped like an oboe 
reed, but it is very much a guess. 

GFFJSSSj Trevor Robinson can offer American and Canadian members a simi
lar deal cn benzotriazole that John Betts offered in the last Bulletin: 
50 gra.-s for ^2.00. 

Stephen Targart has "recently made the acqaintance of a retired chap 
who is an expert calli.gripher, and has made me some beautiful instrument 
labels in old English script, with gilding etc." and offers to put any 
ceabers in touch with him. 

David J.Mills has got permission from the Brighton Museum and Art Gall-
ery te make outline tracings and take details of two of their viols: 
no.5773/1, German, late 18th(?) century, LOA 1145mm, Bouts 323, 232, 

565~.m, string L, c.605mm. 
no.5775/2, labelled: E.Schiefler, Hanover, 1850, LOA 1184mm, Bouts 323, 

240, 397mm, string L c.665nm. 
Photos of beth instruments are available from the museum; other details 
from him. 

George Sandberg studies Russian, Polish and French and offers translation 
help, alsc in Dutch. 

John Frear offers mediaeval Latin. 

Jiaxtir, Edzunds is having a special varnish brush made in ox hair, l£ 
inches wide with 1/4 inch bristles and very thick. If it is succesful, 
he will be gettir.g a batch mede from one inch up to two inch, and if 
ar.ycne is interested in such brushes, he would increase the order accor-
dirgly. We would welcome similar letters from.other members; if you 
are •.':<::..:ir.g of getting som'. thii:g specially made that might be useful 
to othsrs, oòvicusly an order for half a dozen can be cheaper than a 
one-eff job. 

Neil !!cCowon offers help in reed-making and also effers to turn small 
parts - but no grrat-tnss recorders, he say9. 

Der.cil Wr?.ight is producing plans and a construction manual for an 
Italian harpsichord, to fili the gap between buying instruments and 
buyir.g kits. He supplies no kit and no parts save, if necessary, braas 
wire. I think that I will rerroduce his "blurb sheet" (his expression) 
here. partly because it may be useful to someone who sees this, partly 
because others might like to do the sazie for other instruments, and part
ly tecaace some of you may be plagued with requests for help which would 
be most easily resolved by refrring the person to him. 
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DENZIL WRAIGHT 
Historical Keyboard Instruments 1 Aston Street, Oxford 

i 
SI 
I 

The instrument for v/hich plans and a contructional manual are available is an Italiari harpsichord of cómpass 
C/E-C,,, and disposition 2 x 8 ' . This is based on a harpsichord by Giacomo Ridolfi made in 1665 now kept in 
the Smithsonian Institution at "ashinpton but there are many Italirn harpsichords of similar construction 
and dirensions. It is more suitable for Renaissance than later music because of it3 bold sound as well as 
the C short octave. 

It is intended that these plms and manual should assist the competent v/oodv/orker to produce a -ood 
instrument without those difficulties that attend inexperience in harpsichord making; the difficulties of 
findine a suitable instrument to use as a guide and then knowing how to make the parts satisfactorily. The 
only assumptions mado about the constructor are that he is familiar with woodworking practice and has an 
elenentary knowledge of the harr^ichord. The various stages of asaembly are described as well as voicing 
and timing, and the manufacture of the soundboard, keyboard and action is treated in detail in order to alert 
the constructor to difficulties and encov.rnge him to finish what can be a much better instrument than a kit 
at lower cost and with considerably more satisfaction. 
The instrument is r.ade in the inner-outer way, that is with thin case sides and mouldings on top and bottom 

edjes. This r.ight h?ve been placed in a box with a lid for Storage or sir.ply sat on a table or stand. As 
the case is only kff.v. thick there is no problem of forcing the bentside over a mould but it is not nosaiblc 
satisi'actoril;/ to fit a lid to this instrument. It is intended to come to modem pitch or a little below 
using brass wire, which I can supply in case.-, of difficulty. 

The manual is prerented in a plastic folder. The plans are on either paper or plastic. The paaer prints 
are slightly lar~er that the ori-inal but can stili be used as a full size template (a scale is aìso drawn) 
the plastic prints are more durable and non-hygroscopic. I cannot supply any kits or manufactured p:rts. 

(excluding m 
1S95IPC (7^-
710mn (27. 
luQmm ( 6. 
(depending o 
lS-20.5kg ( 
C " = 252nra 

Dimensions 
Length : 
Width : 
Height : 
Weight : 

Scale : 

Price : 
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Toon Moonen is the founder of Bouv.erskontakt and he says that his main 
activity is measuring and drawing instrum-nts. He has sent me superb 
engineer'c drawings of several ir.struaents, which I will deposit with 
NRI. I'm not clear whether we are permitted to copy these on request, 
cr whether orders :or copies should go to him, but he will let Djilda 
Abbott knew which, and at least you can see them there. He has sent me 
the Rafi flute (irussels Conservatoire 1066), a Descant Crumhorn (triple 
piume mark, also brussels, no.611) and a baroque (2-key) oboe dated 
plus or r.ir.us 19 TO. He also has drawings of a 1750 Rottenburg oboe from 
the Vleeshuis, Antwerp, a 1750 Tuerlinx transverse flute from Brussels, 
and two Nurnberg crumhorns. Measurements are to a tenth of a millimetro 
ani seen to me to be very detailed. He has also sent me some photos 
frem a series "instructions for fiddle-tuilding", more details of which 
are available frem him. 

KU3E~-~: 15: George Sandberg offers help in obtaining measurements or photo
graphs froa any of the museums in the Hamburg area. 

Jar.es. Kir.'uel has established an effective contact with the New York 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Stewart Pollens, who is the Senior ^estorer 
at the .-useum, has offered to be a cource of information about keyboard 
instruments ir the collection and has sent a list of technical drawings 
and X-rays available, which you will find herewith. 
Kemcers ne doubt know the small Keyboard book by Winternitz which the 
Museum has published. iherc is also a Checklist of Western European 
Flag-->olets, Recorders and Tabor Pipes, which costs #1.00. It has brief 
descriptions with overall lengths and negative numbers for ali the rele
vant instruments in the Museum. lt gives maker, Dark and date, adding 
"(if autr.entic)" on the instruments which Mrs.^rosby-Brown probably got 
Cancr. Galpin and others to make for her, and there are a few muddy pho
to -raphs printed on crdinary (net piate) paper. For a dollar it's well 
worth having. 

FELLC'ftS: Two new Fellows since la3t time, Paul Hailperin and Guy Oldhaa. 

CHANGES CF A'JIRESS: Jar.cs Kimbel to 112 E.7th St. #16, New York, NY 10009. 
Arthur Midileton to Box 236, Swisher, Iowa 52338. 
A.K.Sftunders to c/o Mrs.J.L.M.Saur.ders, 9 Greenfield Road, Oakdale, 

Pcole, Lcrset. 
Lawrence Lur.dy to 5C03 Terminal Road, McFarland, Wisconsin 53558, 

and add: Lute (M) 
Shin Watanabe to 17 rue des Haies, 75020 Paris, France. 

CCNCLUSICN: Rerrember we need a volunteer to audit the books. Remember 
to rcnew yeur subscription. Remer.ber to send us notes on your tricks 
ar.d gadgets that help the rest of us. And if you feel 'why hasn't he 
said anything about what I'm doing?', the answer is probably that you 
haven't told me. 

Jeremy Montagu 
7 Pickwick Road 
Dulwich Village 
London SE21 7JN. 

PS: Press date for the next issue is January 2nd (there are no postai 
deliveries on Jan.lst, so aim for Dec.31st). 
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FELLOWSIIIP of MAKiRS and RLS;Ofc.RS of HISTORICAL IHSTRU,.iJ;TS 

19776 List of Members - 3rd Supplement. as at 19th October 1976. 

Dominique Adam, 53 Avenue de la Republique, Bondy, France 93140; tei: 
848-68-15 (recorder, viol, P). 

Richard John Bartram, 30 Cherry Grove, Hillingdon, Uxbridge, Middlesex; 
tei: 01-561 7^66 (guitar, M). 

Johny Baps, Luikersteenweg 106, Hasselt, Belgium 3500 (lute, M). 
Martin Bowers, 19 Roman Road, Ingatestone, Essex; tei: 0275-3778 

(plucked strings, M,R). 
John M.Brear, 16 Lewins Rosd, Epscm, Surrey; tei: Epsom 26547 

(woodwind, mediaeval Latin translation). 
Lawrence D.Brown, 1410 Haines Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43212, USA; tei: 488-

2733 (iute, theorbo, chitarrone, orpharion, H). 
Brian A.Butler, Eyrie Farm, healy's Road, Yinnar South, Victoria, Aust

ralia 3869 (ali instrs., M,R; Australian woods). 
A.R.Churchill, 10A Park Hill, Carshalton, Surrey, SM5 3RU; tei: 01-647 

5865 (lute, fretted strings, M,P). 
CIMCIM (see.Cary Karp), Musikhistoriska Museet, 111 30 Stockholm, Slotts-

backen 6, Sweden (musical museum curatore, collectors). 
Timothy Constable, 74 Wickenden Road, Sevenosks, Kent, TN13 3PW 

(harpsichord, H). 
G.Cooper, Ine Kennels, Boturich, Balloch, Duri bar tonsh ire, Scotland; tei: 

Alexandria 52074 (lute, keyboard, M). 
D.J.Dillon, 21 Gentian Cloee, Birmingham, B31 IN»; teli 021-475 5345 

(7-course lute). 
Early Music Friends Club (see.Igor Pomyalko), 41000 7agreb, Kamenita 15, 

Yugoslavia. 
David Van Edwards, Manor Farm, Bromfield, rialesworth, Suffolk (lute, 

plucked strings, M,R). 
Jens Egeberg, Junggreensvej 17, DK-2000 K^benhavn F, Denmark (woodwind, 

bowed strings, P). 
C.J.Everett, 47 Fentiman Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIS 0TS; tei: 

235-5710 (lute, racket, M,P). 
David Fallows, 16 Brooks Road, Manchester 16; tei: Manchester 881 5071. 
N.Ghani, 3 Belle Grove Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE2 4LH; tei: New-

castle 26717 (lute, M). 
John Gorrett, 'ine Old Mill House, The Warren, Crowborough, Sussex; tei: 

08926-62851 (lute, M,R,P). 
Geoffrey Holroyde, Lanchester lolytechnic, Priory Street, Coventry, CV1 

5FB; tei: 0203-24166 (organ, Lect\ircr etc). 
Jorn Jorkov, Strandvangsvej 4, DK-3O6O Espergarde, Denmark; tei:03-232385 

(reeds, cornetts, brass, lutes, viols, harp, M,R,P). 
Cary Karp - see CIMCIM 
Paul Kemner, I6406 Fish Road, Pemberville, Chio 43450, USA; tel:(419) 

287-3358 (lute, M,P; ren.flute, M; viol, bar.winds, P). 
Geoffrey Kime, 11 Dunhill Road, Goole, North Humberside. 
Ian Laidlaw, 17B Balnakeil, Durness, Sutherland (stringed instrs, esp. 

plucked, M). 
Theron R.McClure, School of Music, The Ohio State University. Columbus, 

Ohio 43210, USA (violone, great bass viol, C,P). 
Neil McGowan, 195A Albany Street, London NW1 4AJ; tei: 01-955 7635 

(doucaine, pibcorn, med.shawm, bladder-pipe, 6-hole pipe, 
cornamuse, M,C,P). 

Stephen J.Minett, 103 Heath Drive, Moulshom Lodge, Chelmsford, Essex; 
tei: Chelmsford 51573 (iute, M). 

Anthony M.Moonen, Voldersdreef 42, Maastricht, Netherlands (fidel, bar. 
oboe, traverso, viols, M, drawings). 
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A.Neil Morrison, 60 West King St., Helensburgh, Dunbartonshire (lute, 
clavichcrd, viol, vihuela, orpharion, M,p). 

Mette Muller - see Musiichistorisk Museum, K^benhavn 
Musikhistorisk Museur., Aabenraa 34» 1124 Xp'benhavn K, Denmark; tei: 

01/11 27 26. 
F.oy Neale, 122 Leicester Lane, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire (lute, M). 
Andrew H.Parrott, 17 New Road, Reaaing, RG1 5JD; tei: Reading 861769. 
Igor Poryalko - see Early Music Friends Club, Zagreb 
Daniel Powell, h'ol-e rioise, iiolme, Huddersfield; tei: Holrafirth 3098 

(lute, M). 
Malcolm Jchn Prior, Scuthernwood, Headley Down, nr.Bordon, Hampshire; 

tei: Heaiiey ùown 2J50 (viol, lute, M). 
John Rawson, 3 Dowr.shire n'ill, London NW5 1NR; tei: 01-794 4002 

(harpsichord, M,R). 
David Reichenberg, Re Lcher.berg bei Worndl, Rauchenbichlerstr.14. A-5020 

Salsburg, Austria; tei: 787195 (baroque oboe, H,P). 
David Rolfe, c/o Fond house, v.eybridge Park, Weybridge, Surrey; tei: 

aeybridge 42Ó78. 
George A.J.J.Sardberg, Sicrichstrasse 98, D-2 Hamburg 60, West Germany; 

tei:(040)47 54 82 (ren.lute, P; harpsichord, M; translation). 
Linda Simor.son, 8150 Lakecrest Drive, Apt.518, Greenbelt, Maryland 20770, 

USA; tei:(501) 474-0285 (stringed instrs, M). 
Earold Steafel, 74 Carnato Street, Berea, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Edward R.Tumer, Xorth Pender Island, British Columbia, Canada, VON 2M0; 

tei: 629-5595 (keyboards, M,R). 
Gerrit C. van der Veer, Zeilenmakers Pad 1, Zoanse Schans, Zaandam, 

Netherlands; tei: 075-171901 (woodwind, strings, keyboard, 
R,C,P). 

M.June Yakeley, Fiat 7, 6 Leinster Gardena, London W2 6DP; tel:01-402 
6017 (vihuela, bar. guitar, P; muslcology). 

Additior.s to originai list: 

e.4: Girerai Facilities: 
xr-.-.slaticn: Ge-rge Sandberg (Russian, Polish, Dutch, French) 

John iìrear (med.Latin). 
• ÌUS---12-. Curators: Cary Karp, Mette Muller 
'•••ccis: Brian Rutler 

p.5: Chcr-.'-r'r.or.es, general: A.R.Churchill, Linda Simonson, Gerrit van 
der Veer 

Keyboards, ^onerai: G.Cooper, Edward Turner, Gerrit van der Veer 

Harvsichord: George Sandberg 

Clavichord: Neil Morrison 

Plucked strings generai: Martin Î owers, David Edwards 

p.6: Lute: Johny l'aps, Lawrence Brown, A.R.Churchill, G.Cooper, D.J. 
Diìlcn, Lnvii Edwards, C.J.Everett, N.Ghani, John Gorrett, 
Ronala Hachez, Jorn Jorkov, Paul Kemner, Lawrence Lundy, 
Stephen Mir.ett, Neil Morrison, Roy Neale, Daniel Powell, 
Malcolm Prior, George Sandberg 

Cuitar: Richard rartram, June Yakeley 

Vihu3la: Neil Morrison, June Yakeley 

Cittern etc: Lawrence Brown (orph), Neil Morrison (orph) 

Boved strings general: Jena Egeberg 

Fiddle: Anthony Moonen 

l 
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p.7: Viols: Dominique Adam, Jorn Jorkov, Paul Kemner, Theron McClure, 
Anthony Moonen, Neil Morrison, Malcolm Prior 

Harp: Jorn Jorkov 

Wind general: Paul Kemner (baroque) 

Woodwind general: John Brear, Jens Egeberg, Jorn Jorkov (reeds), 
Gerrit van der Veer 

new category: Cornamuse : Peter Forrester, A 4 Y Hamilton, John 
Ranchet, Uta Henning, Neil McGowan 
Bryan Tolley 

Transverse flute: Paul Kemner, Anthony Moonen 

Recorder: Dominique Adam 

p.8: Flageolet etc: Neil McGowan 

Organ: Geoffrey Holroyde 

Oboe: Anthony Moonen, David Reichenberg 

Racket: C.J.Everett 

Shawm: Neil McGowan 

Pibcorn : Neil McGowan 

Brass general: Jorn Jorkov 

Cornett: Jorn Jorkov 

Any correotions, additions, deletione, emenda tione to the main list and 
to the three supplementary lists should be sent to me as soon as possible, 
and anyway by January 2nd. 

I would like to know: a) would you prefer a straight olphabetical list 
next time, or a geographical breakdown by countries; 1 don't think we 
need both (it's partly a matter of space), but let me know what you 
think while you're renewing your subscription. 

b) do you find the breakdown by instruments etc. useful? It's now large 
enough, especially lutes, that it's going to be quite a job to do it 
next time, but I will if you find it useful; personally, 1 think that 
it is. 

Any other comments on the List of Members would be welcome; it is sup-
posed to be useful to you, and any su :gesticn3 that will help to make 
it more useful will be adopted if prscticable. Ane oniy one that 1 
will not accept is that we should distinguisi! between the amateur and 
the professional, and this ic because it is impossiblo to draw border-
lines between the man who does it for himself, for nothing, for friends, 
for expenses, for anyone, for a living, and GO on. Wherever one puts 
the border, some people are on both sices of it and others slide ecross 
in the course of a year. I play 3ome instruments fcr fun, some for 
money, some for both, 1 make only for myself (and under protcst for my 
son), I collect for fun, 1 write for fun and for money, x lecture for 
money, and so on, and I'il bet that others are just as complicated. 
But ali other suggestions will help improve the service. 

Jeremy Montagu 



FoMRHI Cor-. 1\ 

A RECGISTRUCTIOH OF THE "BOSCH" HURDY-GURDY 

Bryan Tolley 

Anyone who has seen the tryptych known as the "Garden of Earthly 

Delights" by Hieronymus Bosch will no doubt have noticed the Hell 

scene in the riè,ht band panel. One of the main foca! points of this 

painting is a group of gigantic musical instruments being used as 

implenents of torture. A nude figure ia attached by devila to the 

neck of a lute; another is helplessly entangled in the strings of a 

harp, while a third soul has been stuff ed down the beli of an emormous 

shawm. In the centre of the group stands a hurdy-gurdy slowly being 

turned by a naked figure and consuning a lady who is playing a triangle. 

It is perhaps interesting to note that the remaining instrumenta in 

the group consisting of trunpets, a tabor and what appears to be a 

flute were ali broardly classified by the Church in Bosch's time as 

being profane. Tnis follows through for the ahawm, lute and hurdy-

gurdy but tre harp seems to be an anomaly, more at home in the hands 

of an angel and not an instrument of Hell. Could this apparent 

irregularity be synbolic of the Fallen Angel? 

With Bosch's almost photographic style of painting it is possible 

to see even the smallest details on the instruments. The hurdy-gurdy 

he has shown is simple and plain but has a rather beautiful shape 

enhanced by two flying buttresa type struts blending the curve of 

body into the cyllndrical pegbox. The tryptych waa painted around 

the year 1500 A.D. and at tais period in time the hurdy-gurdy had 

degenerated into an instrument associated with beg^ars,thus accounting 

for its plain appearance. Compare this with the elaborate and highly 

ornaxe hurdy-gurdiea of eighteenth century France. 

Due to the accuracy of Bosch's painting and the fact that the 

hurdy-gurdy appears in an almost perf-ct pian view, it was possible 

to copy the outline of the instrument and to sLaply scale it up. 

In my initial drawings I found that by using a string length of 

38 cms (a typical playing length for the viola string) the instrument 

car.e out to be a confortable size and further more the ten sliding 

keys fell almoat into the correct positions for a diatonic scale of 

an octave and a fourth. Other basic specifications taken from the 

painting were that the instrument had five strings, two obviously 

chanterelles and possibly one a trompette drone indicated by a length 
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of gut between a right hand drone string and the tailpiece. Also the 

colour of the instrument gives an idea of the wood that was used; in my 

reconstruction I have used mainly sycamore with the exception pf spruce 

for the soundboard and the back. 

THE SOUNDBOX 

The first stage in the design was to decide on a side view. This 

I chose as that being shown in Fig. 1, similar in style to the French 

folk instrument depicted by Baines using a tapered soundbox with a 

gently curved soundboard and back slightly overlapping the sides. 

Fig. 1 General Viqr 

(Not to scale) 
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The sidea were the first components to be made and were developed from 

pian and side elevations of the instrument. Using ^rm sycamore the 

sides were steaa bent to shape and profiled around the jig (Fig. 2); 

the sides were next slotted into the top and bottom blocks. Since 

the top block had to be drilled to 

carry the axle (6 mm dia.) I decided 

to drill a similar hole part way 

through the bottom block and to use 

a length of steel bar as an assembly 

jig, this proved to be a very useful 

step. At this stage beading was 

glued around the inner edges of 

Bending Jig 

the sides and the struts were fitted into place with the top struts 

lining up to carry the axle. There are four struts running across 

the top and bottom of the soundbox, one either side of the wheel slot, 

one at the rear taking the ends of the external bracing struts and 

one at an intermediate position. I chose to use a soundpost and 

also to provide tufnol bearing3 for the axle. Although an obvious 

anachronisa the bearings have proved to be very smooth and silent. 

The soundboard and back were made up of 3°° spruce butt Jointed 

along the centre line of the instrument and cut with "C" holes and 

a slot for the wheel. The back was iben glued in position followed 

by the neck and the two external struts which were doweled at both 

ends to give them strength. Finally to complete the soundbox the 

soundboard was glued on and the edges trimmed up when the glue had 

set. 

THE PxJG^CX 

The pegbox in the p-inting is cyllndrical and apparently of one 

piece cos3tr.iction unlike the 3lab sided pegboxes typical of other 

ccnter.porary instruments. This leada to a simple turned barrel that 

is hollox-.d out from the back to give access to the pegs. Five pegs 

are required; these are of rather unorthodox design (Fig. 3) and are 

aade of a light coloured wood. I have used beech for these and found 

tr.at when inserted in the pegbox there was ampie room for adjustment 

by hand thus eliminating the need for a tuning key. By using a Morse 

taper reamer for the peg holes it was possible to achieve a good fit 

without the pe£3 being too tight or slipping. Tuning on the hurdy-

gurdy is of utnost inportance since the drone is continually sounding 
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giga 3 
Peg Design 

and any dissonance becoraes very obvious. Once the pegbox was turned 

and cut out to meet the tangent box it was glued onto the end of the 

neck and the neck carved back to match the pegbox profile. 

BN B«-

THE TAilGENT BOX AND KEYS 

The tangent box was built up of 6nm thick strips of sycamore; each 

side consisting of two strips the lower being cut out to receive the 

sliding keys. The placing of the keys is not particularly criticai since 

the tangents can be adjusted to compensate, but it should be borne in 

mind that if it is required to play the instrument in another key (which 

can be achieved by adjustment of the tangents) then the key placing 

should be given some thought. For my reconstructed instrument playing 

in G Ihave allowed B1* to be changed to B^, E1» to E1", and Fi to F* thus 

making it possible to play in four basic keys. Unfortunately it is 

not possible for example, to play B*7 and B^ in the same melody. Figure 

4 shows the method of retuning the tangents. 

Bosch shows ten keys 3eemingly 

of one piece construction, To duplicato 

this I have used 11 rem thick syca^cre 

carefully cut to the desired profile. 

Jt is important to have a good sliding 

fit between the key and the tangent box; 

too tight and they won * t drop away from 

the stringa, too loose and the keys will 

rattle. A 3trip of felt glued along 

the top inside edge of the tangent box 

helpa to damp the noise of the returning 

keys. The tangents are made of sycamore with the grain running parallel 

to the axis of their retaining screws. They were cut and filed to give 

about 2 nm clearance from the strings and held in place by a slender 

brass screw. Since the tangents are not glued into position they can 

be readily adjusted for tuning. The nut fret is fitted on a wooden piate 

mounted at the end of the tangent box and is free to be moved to give a 

1 

Tunings 
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low P* or G* as the open string note on the chanterelles. Personally I 

can't see such advantage to this and have subsequently glued the nut in 

place. 

The lid of t..e tangent box is a piece of 8 mm sycamore hinged at 

two places by loops of gut. T 0 prevent the lid from opening during playing 

a sLv.ple rotating CJ-tch vras screwed or. to the pegbox and the end of the 

tan^en; box lid chamfered to fit. 

TEE TAIL1IJCE AID T3:E 1-RIDGE5 

Alt ougr. the main bridge and the end of the tailpiece are hidden 

by the coivling over the wheel it is stili possiule to estimate their 

shapes. The tailpiece is a fiat piece of wood with gently curving sides 

and an irilayed design of brasa rir.ga. It i3 held on the instrument by 

a device not very clear in the painting; this I have interpreted as a 

brass hinge shown in Fig. 5« Usually on hurdy-gurdies the tailpiece 

is fixed rigidly to the soundboard and often incorperates a built in 

bridge, but tiiis is probably not the case in Bosch's design due to tue 

narrow end of the tailpiece. Also the front view of the instrument 

seems to show the strings passing out from under the tailpiece and this 

would indicate a separate bridge. The method of attaching the strings 

to the tailpiece is rather complex. They appear to pass through the 

tailpiece from undemeath and then go back through again and emerge at 

the end of the tailpiece. Due to 

the arrangement of the sliding keys 

and tangents the two chanterelles 

are not symmetrical about the instr

uments centre line and therefore 

have to leave the tailpiece offset 

to the right. This cau be achieved 

by diverting the strings by means of 

amali pegs fitted into the underside 

cf the tailpiece or by drillinc two small holes to t,uide the strings 

(Fig. 6). The bass drone (grand bourdon) passes over a small bridge 

to the left of the tailpiece and ends through a hole in the side of the 

pegbox. This bridge is likely to be a smaller version of the main 

bridge and both bridges containing two notches for e^ch string enabling 

the stringa to be withdravm from the wheel and thereby silenced. The 

right hivnd drones have their bridge system covered by the wheel cowl 

and only one string seeas to be shown, however the fifth string must 
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Fig. 6 End of Tailpiece 

go somewhere and since there is 

insufficient room in the tangent 

box it probably lies along the 

right hand side of the instrument 

parallel with the trompette drone. 

The bridge for this bass drone 

is hollow and cut away to contain 

a small ivory bridge for the (Fig.7) 

trompette which is adjusted by a small peg in the tailpiece. .«hen 

the trompette drone is correctly adjusted it should buzz rather like 

a tromba marina when the wheel is rotated faster than usuai, ott.erwise 

it gives a clear tone. With this device it is possible to produce a 

rhythm by means of irregular wheel rotation and this stands out rather 

like a crumhorn above the general drone of the instrument. 

THE WHEEL AIA) COWL 

I have made the wheel of segmenta in order to eliminate end grain 

and the possibility of irregular expansion from varying weather conditions. 

Other methods of construction can be used including lamination and 

solid wheels, the latter no doubt being the type used in Bosch's time. 

In order to overcome end grain problems on a solid v.heel it can be 

covered with a rim of parchment and if a stable wood such as pear is 

used then trouble with eccentricity can be reduced. In my roconstruction 

I have ocrewed the wheel to a 

brasa boss which in turn is held 

onto the axle by a small grub 

screw. The axle ia of 6 mm 

brasa bar with an "S" shaped 

brasa crank Silver soldered 

on to it3 end boss. This is 

the only external deviation 

from the originai since the 

handle in the originai has 

obviously been elongated to 

allow room for a condemned soul who has the eternai job of turning 

the wheel. A turned wooden knob Is mounted on a short axle at the 

end of the crank and compietes the handle mechanism. 

The cowling over the wheel is simply a bent sheet of wood. I 

have used a piece of sycamore 3 mn thick and steam bent around a 

piece of 15 cms diameter steel tubing giving the oowl an almost 

Fig. 7 Trompette Bridge 
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semi-circular profile. To keep the cowl in position two slotted pieces 

of wood are nounted on the soundboard such that the cowl has to be 

sprung inwards to clip into place. A dose look at the painting will 

reveal a piece of gut between the tailpiece and cowling, necessary 

to prevent loss or diunage should the cowling fall off. Also it enables 

the player to adjust the strings whilst standing up without fear of 

loosing the cowl. 

FITTIIIX ÀND FINIS:: ss 

C:.e detail that must be added Ì3 a provision for attaching the 

strap necessary to secure the instrument whilst being played. This 

consists of two turned wooden buttons securely nounted in the soundbox 

end block3. The belt I have used is a plain leather guitar strap 

about 6 cm3 wide with an adjusting buckle and several button holes 

at each end (although the end connected near the handle should be kept 

short to avoid being caught up in the rotating crank). 

Fron another look at the painting it appears that there is no 

finish on the instrument what so ever, however it is likely that it 

would have been a basic wax finish to give it some kind of weather 

protection. On the reconstruction I used a thin coat of eggshell 

varnish to seal the rood and to provide a hard 3urface. This was 

then rubbed down with fine wire wool and finished off with beeswax 

and a good polish with a soft cloth. The overall effect is that of 

naturai wood but with a very subtle gloss and a pleasant feel. 

Nvxt the wheel ia rubbed with rosin and the strings can be fitted. 

2 

I have used gut viola strings throughout as suggested by Baines in 

his article in "Early Itosic". One point that did show up was that 

the "School" standard seen much better for the hurdy-gjrdy than the 

"Professional" standard strings. The thicker "School" 3trings «ere 

found to give a fuller les3 scratchy tono and seem to last a lot 

longer (since the wheel doe3 tend to act rather like a circular saw!). 

Also they cost substantially lesa. For the chanterelles I have used 

two "A" stringa tuned dc7/n a tone to G; for the trompette a D string 

tuned to either C or D; for the mouche a G string tuned to its correct 

pitch an octave below the chanterelles and for the grand bourdon a 

"C" striag tuned down to G two octaves below the chanterelles. 

At this stage the strings were not touching the wheel and the 

notches on the bridges were filed such that the strings barely rubbed 

on the edge of the wheel. Cotton wool was then spun on to the strings 
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where they pass over the wheel, the wheel was turned and more rosin 

added until the instrument began to sound. I found ti.at the chanterelles 

required leas cotton wool than the thicker stringa but the whole process 

of voicing is a case of trial and error and plenty of rosin. 

To position the tangents I calculated the theoretical positions 

using the "well tempered" scale interval of f2 . The results are 

shown in the table below: 

NOTE 

G* 

A4» 

B* 

BH 

Q* 

G* 

D4 

E* 

Eh 

Fi» 

F * 

et' 
G * ' 

A T ' 

B> ' 

B * ' 

C * ' 

NUT TO TANGENT LENGTH 

(Citi) 

2.151 

4.141 

6.358 

7.832 

9.523 

11.118 

12.626 

14.048 

15.391 

16.663 

17.855 

19.000 

20.065 

21.070 

22.160 

22.915 

23.761 
1 

Other scales such a3 the "Just" scale or the "Fythagorian" scale could 

be utilised by calculating the correct Intervals and setting the 

tangente accordingly. A useful device is a strip of wood or cardboard 

with the tangent positions marked off f;om the nut fret. This can 

be used for changing the key of the instrument and ensuring that both 

tangents are set the sane. The strip can then be taped on to the 

inside of the lid of the tangent box for easy reference. 

Playing technique is fairly simple provided that the hurdy-gurdy 

is strapped on tight! The rig.it hand is used to crank the handle 

whilst the left presses the keys. Fingering on the left hand seems 

J < ? -
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to oe dictated by tì.e tune being played but if there is a correct method 

I would be pleased to hear of it. By using different combinations of 

drone3 and alternative tunings for the trompette a great variety of 

sound can be obtained. This gives the hurdy-gurdy as great a versitility 

as many of the i-ore conplex bagpipes and it has the added advantage 

that it re;uire3 no air supply. 

The reconstructed "_-osch" hurdy-gurdy has a fairly loud clear 

tone, r.ot at ali harsh tu;, yet rather nasal and penetrating. In 

comparÌ3on 7;ith a "baro~ue" hurdj-gurdy using a guitar shaped body 

aa i a fiat 30u..dboard ti e "Bosch" inatrument had a slightly fatter 

and louder voice, especially with the wheel cowl rer.oved. No doubt 

that the elaborate ornar.entation and fiat soundboard on the "baroque" 

hurdy-guruy account3 for soir.e of this difference but the main reason 

is that the earlier iiv;trunent3 were built as outdoor instruments 

where aa the later models were designed for use raainly indoors. 

As raentior.ed earlier the "Bosch" hurdy-gurdy was an instrument 

of the Street nusician a;;d teggar. Lruegel depiets similar instruments 

in his painting "The Blind leading the Blind" and also in "The Triumph 

of Death" shown respectively in the hands of a blind beggar and a 

skeleton (again a330ciating the hurdy-gurdy with the Devil). 

~usic ideally suite! to the instrument Ì3 early renaissance dance 

music where a drone accompanyment can be utilised. Chansons can be 

played and sung by the player, with secular songs being the best 

choise. Grevaise and Attaingnant work out well with or without the 

other voices added. 

These notes are intended purely aa a guide to construction for 

those who would consider building such an instrument. I wòuld welcome 

any useful criticisms or suggestions and if anyone has built a similar 

instrunant I'd be interested to hear their results. 

1. Baines, A. "-.usical Instruments through the Ages" 

Pelican, England 19Ó9 

2. Baines, A. "Ir.troducing the Hurdy-Gurdy" an article 

in "Early Music", Volume 3 No.l Jan. 

1975 Oxford University Press, London. 

3.Gibson,W.S. "Hieronyrais Bosch" Thames and Hudson 

London 1973. 
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FoMRHI Com. 32 

BUSHIUO AS AH ALTK3HATI75 TO BOHIIIG 

Paul Hailperin 

In making woodwind inatrumenta of liuropean art music, it 

is general practise to first bore through the length of a 

piece with a tool the size of, or slightly smaller than the 

minimum diameter of the de9ired finished bore. For a conical 

bore instrument, thia pilot hole is then gradually widened 

with other boring tools and/or reamera. Unfortunetely, boring 

toola may wander, i.e. they do not neceaearily follow the axis 

of rotation, and thia problem becomes more aerioua, the larger 

the ratio of length to diameter becomea. The moat difficult 

inatrument in thia reBpect that I know of ia the alto ahawm, 

which typioelly haa a length of about 750 mm and a bore of 

4 mm. 

Hikolaus Hernoncourt has repeatedly suggested to me that 

renaiaaance makera might hava produced the initial bore by 

burning, presumably with a metal rod haated tt one end and 

thruat into the wood. I found the notion bisarre, until I 

tried it a short time ago. Accordingly I would like to report 

that it i_s fauaible to burn a pilot bore, ana I would give a 

few details of my experience. 

The inatrumenta I set out to make were to be raodelled on 

No. 8562 of the Kunsthistoriaches lluaeum In Vienna. Thia in

atrument formerly belonged to the collection of the Catajo 

caatle, and ia to my knowledge a unique specimen of its type. 

It ia a deacant ahawm in d', but much ahorter than a typical 
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descant, being 476 rn:a long, compared to a normal length of 

roughly 65o mm. The "saving" of length ia done below the 

finger holes; there are fewer vent holes and the beli expands 

to only 51 aa ID. Curiously, the bore ia more like that of an 

sito shawm, with a minimum of 4.1 mm. The instrument ia un

usually siender in ite external profile and haa, below the 

Beventi finger noie, a false fontanelle. A strikingly similar 

instrument C9n be seen in the painting "De" Danslea" by Jan 

Hevicksz. dteen (1626 - 1679). This painting belonga to the 

collection of the Hi^kamuseum Amsterdam, and cheap reproductions 

by Verkerke are availsble through the museum. 

^irst I made a trial bore in a screp of maple wood, which 

I thea cut open to detormine how much wood wea burned or 

enarrai around tne beate! rod. It seema that for the magni-

tude of bore found in shawraa, the burning rod haa to be at 

iesst 2 mm smaller tran the desired finished bore. In order 

that the rod be guided aa far aa posaible in a straight line, 

I made a IO mm bore psrt wey into the block of wood and then 

inserta! an iron tube of 10 mm OD, 4 mm ID. Firet I worked 

with a 3 :n Silver ateel rod, then further in with a 2 mm rod. 

The psrt of the bore produced by the 2 mm rod waa very alightly 

curved, ani it seems that a cloaer fitting guide tuba would 

be imbort3nt ... I aimply had no other material available. I 

us9d the ò mm rod aa far aa possible not only becauae it fit 

tha zv.iii'ì tube cattar ano. had the aavantage of greater stiff-

r.asa, but because of the greater heat transfer potential. 

with tua 3 ma roi I needed an averoge of 2 minutes to bum 

through 10 mm of wood; with the 2 mm rod the rate was about 

3 minutes per 10 mm of burning. In general it seema impor-
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tant to bring the rod aa goickly as poasible from the heat 

source," where the tip la mede red hot, into the bore. To 

this end I lathed a funnel-shaped entrance to the guide tube 

and shaped the end of the rod to a point, ao that the hot rod 

could be quickly and dependably inserted. 

I wouìd ba most intereatea to heor from others who rnsy 

bave experimented with e similar technique, and alao from 

those who have successfully made alto Bhawms with more tra

ditional boring method8. 

August 1976. 

FoMRHI Com 33 

COLOURING OF INSTRUMENTS 

R. Lawrence 

It is often difficult to decide or judge what the final colour of an instrument is going 
to turn out like. The following method enables a final result to be judged at an early 
stage. 

Take sheets of thin glass, about 12" x 6". Paint each of these sheets with your colour 
varnishes. Divide each sheet into about three bands, giving one or two coats to the 
first band, three or four to the second and five or six to the third. 

Give the instrument its first coats of clear varnish until it is ready for colouring. 
Then place one or more of the coloured glass sheets on top of the back, one can 
immediately judge the effect of different colour, or number of coats needed. 
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FoMRHI Com. 34 

ON BENDING WOODS 

R. Hachez 

Having noticed several open letters in Early Music and 

elsewhere, inquiring about bending of crumhorns, I thought 

this piece of information might be of interest to a few 

builders. 

The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture published a study about 

the bending of wood entitled Bending Solid Wood to Form, 

Edward C. Peck, U.S. Forest Service, Forest Products Lab, 

August, 1950. 

In essence the conclusion reached was that wood was 

most likely to fail in tension when being steam bent. The 

means best devised to combat this failure would look some

what like the accompanying sketch when applied to the crum

horn. 
Mfc-r/V«— f>T^.AP 

\JOCÌZ.V- P l f c C t 
^TOV b L O O C 

Fo^n 

The idea being that the block on the end of the strap 

is placed so as to accomodate the length of the work piece 

before bending. It is kept in place during the bending 

operation and afterward until the wood is set. It is 

plainly apparent that most of the wood must deform by 
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compression, thereby avoiding tension and shear loads 

usually responsible for failure. The test lab reported 

reasonable success in bending 3/4" thick oak boards to 

a radius of about 2 3/4". This did involve some experiment-

ing with steaming time though, so a little experimenting 

might be necessary. Also it is worthy of note that this 

method is well within the technology of the 15th century 

and long before. 

FoMRHI Corvn. 35 
AN IVORY SUBSTITUTE 

R. Hachez 

Having read quite a number of letters requesting 

information, etc. in several publications, I thought the 

following might be welcome. 

There is available a very good bone-ivory substitute 

called "#454 Ivory Paper". It is a phenolic resin and paper 

high pressure laminate about equal in hardness to bone. 

It is marketed by Angus-Campbell Inc., 4417 South Soto St., 

Vernon, California, 90058. - Tel. 213-587-1236. Its 

originai intention is as a knife handle material and it comes 

in sheets 3/16" thru 1 1/8" thick, 36" square. They will 

cut it for you for a fee. I have seen it "scrimshawed" on 

a knife handle and it is almost indistinguishable from bone 

in color and texture. Cost - about $4.00 per pound. 
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FoMRHI Cor». 3>6 

LFSSONS ADOIT THE NAMING OF INSTRUMENTS OFFERED 
BY TIUC EAHI.Y GUITAR AND VIOLIN 

E Segerman and D Abbott 

Some time before the middle of the 16th century cognates of the name 'guitar ' (gittern 
quintern etc) started being applied to an instrument with a waisted, rather flat-backed 
body. Before then the nume was applied to an instrument with an unwaisted, round-
backed body, as described by Tinctoris (1) and pictured by Virdung (2) and Agricola 
(3). The earl ier shape was associated with this name throughout the middle ages andpr«b»Uy 
onlv in the PJth century dici it start being associated with the names 'mandora' (4) 
or banduma or pandurina, and then\with different tunings. The association of this 
shape wilh the guitar never fully disappeared , with the conversion of unfashionable 
lutes in later times playing a most naturai role. Since round-backed instruments were 
probably played continuously as guitars from the 13th century to the present day, we 
need to look at the modem Gerrnan instrument with the respect appropriate for a 
history as long as that ot the lute. 

It is reasonable to assume that names related more to tuning and playing techniques 
than to shape (5). 

Small bowed instruments with the names of rebec, clein Geig and diminutions of viola 
(violino or violetta) had round backs or fiat backs (or something between the two) from 
well before the beginning ot the lGth century. The names and shapes were rather 
Interchangeable, and of course subject to locai preferences and distinctions. For 
example, Tinctoris assoeiated fiat backs with violas and round backs with rebecs, but 
Prueiorius (0) included both in his violin family and the Portuguese even today refer 
to the fiat backed instrument (called 'violin' elsewhere) as a rebec. It is most probable 
that the confusion in terminology way tolerable because there was little difference in 
tuning and playing style. 

The growth in popularity of the flat-backed version, tuned in fifths and without bourdons^ 
during ihe middle third of the lGth century parallels that of the flat-backed version of 
the guitar at that same tiine. 

The above examples illustrate how the names we use today to describe instruments do 
not fully correspond with originai usage. Another example we give in passing is the 
modem usage of the name "theorbo" to denote a type of extended pegbox arrangement. 
lt is becoming increasingly clear that many of the 17th and 18th century instruments that 
we cali ' theorbos' were then called ' lutes ' or 'archlutes ' . 

Modem organologists generally classify instruments firstly according to their physical 
features, secondly according to their tuning and only thirdly according toiplàying . 
technique. This system hus vaine by being in order of increasing susceptibility to 
variation by the creative impulses of the players, and in order of decreasing certainty 
in our knowledge about particular early instruments, be it in iconographic representatlon 
or a surviving artefaet. Early organologists (such as Tinctoris) often used the same 
naming procedure, visual factors first, musical ones afterwards: structure before 
function. This is a most useful procedure but unfortunately, as shown above with the 
early history of the guitar and violin, contemporary usage often puts function before 
s t ructure . The interpretation of l i terary information about the use of instruments can 
easily be confuseci when a name they used is the sanie as one we organologists use but 
is a different instrument according to our delinitions. 
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The botanista and zoologista , when faccd with the s a m e p rob lem, solved it by 
inventing an internat ional ly ag reed code specifying each s p e c i e s . T h e i r Latin 
terminology is easy to r e m e m b e r by s cho l a r s having good c l a s s i ca ! educat ion, but 
is most c u m b e r s o m e to o t h e r s . Can we do b e t t e r ? 

Montagu and Burton (8) have apprec ia ted the value of the Linnaean sys tem ot 
biologieal nomencla ture and have aptly shown its advantages over the Dewey 
decimai sys tem used in the c l a s s i c work ot Hornbostel and Sachs ('.",. N e v e r t h e l e s s 
both se t s of au thors used names of rea l ins t ruments in the i r c lass t f ieat ion s y s t e m s . 
leading to mons t ro s i t i e s such as violins being l u t e s . Instead oi using the name 
'Iute ' to denote any ins t rument where the piane of the s t r i ngs runs paral le l io the 
soundboard (which is part of a resona t ing box) and the neck (which is pe rmanent ly 
at tached) , why not make up a m e m o r a b l e name which r e l a t e s to its meaning such 
as ' pa ras t r ingbox ' . 

Our main point h e r e is that we need to s e p a r a t e the study of musical ins : rumer . i s 
defined accord ing to s t r u c t u r a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i e s and the study of the ni im-s l>v which 
people at different places and t imes cal led them. Instead of s ta t ing "ibis i:; a 
rauschpfeife" one needs to say " th is is an ins t rument u uh X c h a r a c t e r i s t i e s " . 
One could a l so add there is evidence indicat ine that such ins t ruments were played 
during U t imes in V places : the ins t rument name "rauschpfe i fe" was used 
during W t imes in Y places and it was assoc ia ted with ins t ruments with these 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i e s in the Z s o u r c e s " . 

The need for a new specia l ized vocabulary for ins t rument s t r u c t u r e is ur .derl ined when 
cu r ren t r e s e a r c h shows that m o d e m usage does not co r r e spond with ea r lv usage ( i e . 
medieval mandora and theorbo) . Must we keep having to change our d i c t i ona r i e s and 
ca ta logues? 

APPENPTX: A NOTE ON TUE VIOLAS MENTIONED QY TINCTORIS AND ITS 
RELEVANCE TO THE EARLY HISTORY OF TUE VIOLIN 

Modem w r i t e r s on the violin have not fully apprec ia ted the significane** of T i n r t o r i s ' s 
s ta tements about v io las . They often s t a t e that the ubiquitous ear ly use of the t e r m 
combined with the m o d e m ins t rument so named impl ies that the a ' to membri- ot the 
' family' was the originai one that the violin and 'ce l lo developtd f rom. Th is has no 
b a s i s that we can s e e s ince the ea r ly u s e of the t e rn i had no assoc ia t ion with s i - e . 

T i n c t o r i s ' s d i scuss ion 01 the viola can be pa raph rased as follows: 
It is an ins t rument invented by the Spaniards and cai'.ed by that name both in Spam and 
in Italy. It differed from the lute only in s i ze and shape , being s m a l l e r , being fiat 
instead of round and in mos t c a s e s being curved inwards on each s ide . He the-n 
mentioned another viola s t rung and played differenti}' from the Iute , lt was plaved with 
a horsehai e—strung bow and the s t r i n g s were a r r a n g e d in a bulging way so that each 
s t r ing can be bowed without sounding any of the o t h e r s . The most usuai type of this 
kind of viola had th ree s imple s t r i n g s tunc-d in a pa i r of fifths. Another type had five 
s t r ings tuned un evenly in fifths and u n i s o n s . 

The f irst viola he ment ioned, which was s t rung and played l ike a Iute, w.is the \ i o l a -
or vihuela da mano which must have been s m a l l e r than Us l a t e r l'iti ce'ntury descend»»nts. 
Gi t te rn i s t s oi lu ten i s t s of the l'">th rer . tury (such as Te t ro Bono, who was both) w e r e 
usually accoiiìj r i bv a " t e n o n s t a " who ot ten, it s e e m s , played such a viola ( 7 ) 
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The second of his bowed violas can bc non»- other than the lyra da braccìno and the 
first n o n e othrr than tho violin. How else would we define thp violin in contrast to 
any othrr type of bowed instrument: ess« ntially fiat baek^d, with a waist, a curved 
bridge and tuned in fifths9 The three strings a re no prcblrm. The high-twist gut 
basses that allowed 5-course lutes and viols to become 6-course lutes and viols could 
allow 3 string bowed violas to become 4-str ing violins without a change in character . 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS on Co*". 4 ' 

Eph Segerman 

Bob Sp-ncer has gene some way towards clarifying the theorbo-chitarrone-archlute -

etc . muddle in the current issue of Early Music. Incidentally he has an 18th century 
6 course . 5? cm string-length lute with a treble r ider . It seems that the treble rider 
is more strietly associateti with time (from the second quarter of the 17th century) 
rather than with the number of courses. 

Some 11-course lutes have ali strings over the fingerboard and these are the ones 
most appropriate for conversion to 13-course lutes. A two-pegbox 11-course French 
two-headed lute is illustrated by Mace. 

Fnulish and Italian instruments made after about 1580 very often have doublé first 
courses . French 11-course single-pegbox lutes and their 13-course conversions 
usuallv have single first and second courses . Otherwise the first course only is 
single. 

Glued-on frets pas t̂ the tied ones. though mentioned as occasionai practices by Robinson 
and Dowland. K ^ . J . ^ appear in illustrations and must have been very occasionai 
indeed. 
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PRAETORIUS AND THE VIOLA BASTARDA 

D Abbott and E Segerman 

Interest in the viola bastarda is growing rapidi}' and it is necessary to correct some 
misconceptions which we have heard stated and seen in print before they become too 
rooted in the lore of modem early music culture. 

Praetorius (1619) (1) gives 5 tunings for the viola bastarda, ali with 6 s t r ings . Some 
modem players say that 7 strings are needed to play the music which is typically in 
a divided style and often with a range from At to d . They follow Bessaraboff (2) 
(1941), p.426, who stated that "a 7-string viola bastarda is represented in a painting 
by Domenico Zampieri (Domenicino) ca. 1H20". His identification of this instrument 
could be based on the presence of the rose below the fingerboard. Such a rose appears 
•n Praetorius 's drawing of the viola bastarda and not on his other viols. But Bessaraboff 
himself correctly stated elsewhere (p.430) " . . . a rose is not necessarily the sign of 
a viola ba s t a rda . . . " when arguing against Sachs who stated that it was. The size of 
the instrument in the painting,with about 85cm string length ;is rather large for the 
technical demands of the music and there is no reason to believe that it isnone oiher hhcurì 
a particularly large consort bass viol or a particularly small double-bass viol with 
an unusually extended range. The earl iest mention of 7 strings as a standard vi 
feature was Rousseau's (3) statement in 1689 that St Colombe introduced the use 
the 7th string simultaneously with metal-covered strings in about 1675. 

Furthermore these modem players argue that Praetor ius ' s 6-string tunings covering 
that range are suitable for chords (lyra style) but not for passage work. We shall 
later discuss the relationship between the viola bastarda and the English lyra viol but 
we will now show how the instrument and its tunings and usage as described by 
Praetorius are well matched to surviving viola bastarda pieces. 

Figure 1. Praetor ius ' s tunings for the viola bastarda 
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Praetorius 's tunings 1 and 2 are the same as for the consort bass viol in England. 
Tuning 1 is also that of the German consort tenor viol. As Praetorius s tates (Bessaraboff's 
translation p.277), the viola bastarda "is a type of Viola da Gamba, and it must be 
tuned as the tenor of the Viola da Gamba (instead of which it can be used in case of 
need). But its body is somewhat longer and larger (deeper)". His illustration 
(Piate XX no. 4) shows an open string length of 73 cm which, according to our work 
on gut-strings (4) just allows an open-string pitch range from A, to d' in Cammerthon 
pitch standard which tunings 3 , 4 and 5 indicate. 
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On this string length the usuai viol left-hand technique, of chromatic fingering (one 
finger per fret) occasionally shifting the whole hand up or down, is effective, but 
"extersions" involving a tone between adjacent fingcrs a re awkward. The fifths, 
between open strings in tunings 3, 4 and 5 mean that one cannot, with chromatic 
fingering, reach every note that one might want to in ali of the kevs used without 
frequenti'.- shifting the left hand in quick passages. This apparem difficulty is 
presumably what has deterrcd people from playing the viola bastarda repertoire in 
these tunings. However, since we have no evidence of other tunings, if these 
tunings work, we should not invent al ternatives. Simulation on the 7-string bass 
gamba will certainly allow one to play ali the notes that are written, but one will 
lose the particular articulation and the possible gracings of the originai tunings. 

We find that each one of Praetorius 's tunmgs 3, 4 and 5 is well suited to a limited 
number ot keys. Because of the fifths between open str ings. the only left hand 
position which can allow a complete diatonic scale with chromatic fingering without 
extensions is with the first finger on the 2nd fret. In this "basic" position, tuning 
3 allows ali the notes of the scales of G, D and A major without the need for position 
change. Similarly tuning 4 allows C, E and D and tuning 5 allows F, C and G. 
The bastarda player would presumably choose his tuning according to the keys 
being played, and would play mostly in the "basic" position, occasionally shifting 
his left hand up or down when the music demands it. In our experience when such 
position changes are necessary, fingering above the frets is never required (except 
on the first string) and we always find either an open string or a note of longer duration 
than that of the fastest notes to effect this change. Thus this fingering style appears 
to be very workable in the examples of viola bastarda music that we have examined. 

The repertoire bears out Praetorius 's statement on the musical usage of the 
instrument. In Bessaraboff *s translation, p.277: "a good master will venture to 
play (on the viola bastarda) madrigals; . . . (in playing) fugues and Harmony he can 
go through and through with ali ease and through ali the voices- he selects [.things 
to plavj sometimes above in the treble, sometimes below in the bass , sometimes 
in the middle in the tenor and alto. " In an example from Bonizzi that we have 
studied (5), the viola bastarda line mostly derives from the bass of the 4-part chanson 
exccpt/in the alto part and three in each of the treble and tenor par t s . 

for one. shorh excerpr 
The much diseussed association between the viola bastarda and the English lyra viol 
a r i ses from Praetorius 's chapter on the viola bastarda (p.47) where he discusses an 
English \ iol with sv :r pathetic s t r ings. This is easy to associate with a variant of the 
lyra viol which had sympathetic metal s t r ings, the invention of which was ascribed 
by Flayford (6) to Daniel Farrant and by Kircher (7) to the Duke of Somerset. 
Praetor ius 's inclusion of the lyra viol as a type of viola bastarda is understandable 
since both instruments a re so much like consort viols yet they each have special roles 
to perform outside of playing particular consort par ts . They also have similar 
tunings. We know of lyra viol tunings to match ali but the fifth of Praetor ius 's viola 
bastarda tunings. • 

•Tuning 3 is called 'Alfonso Way' in the Ballet Book (8) and the Manchester Gamba ; 
Book (9) and is Ferrabosco's (10) 'second tuning'. Tuning 4 is called 'Eights' in 
the Ballet book, 'Sette of Eights' in the Manchester Gamba book and is Ferrabosco's 

' third tuning'. 
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The styles of written music for the instruments diffcr considerably, the lyra viol 
music consisting of a mixture of chords, of sequential notes jumping up and down 
to give the impression of 2 or more separate parts and of divisions , while the 
Italian viola bastarda music mainly contains norid divisions on one part at a t ime. 
Of course we cannot be sure that the viola bastarda did not extempori2e chords and 
we cannot be sure that the lyra viol did not extempori ze more florid divisions. An 
example of more extended use of a viol than its written music indicates is Ganassi 's 
(li) recommendations concerning bows^which include low hair-tension for playing 
chords, a style of playing not generally discussed in the 16th century. 

Another similarity is the size of these instruments, between that of the tenor and 
bass consort viols. Figure 3 compares string lengths given by Praetorius and the 
Talbot ms (e 1690). (i7) 

Figure 3. Comparison of s tr ine lengths of vipls 

Praetorius 
Name 

Cant Viol de Gamba 
Tenor= Alt- Viol de Gamba 
Viol Bastarda 
Klein Bass -Viol de Gamba 

String 
Length 

41.2 cm 
58.6 cm 
73.0 cm 
75.6 cm 

Talbot 
Name 

Treble viol 
Tenor viol 
Lvra viol 
Bass Viol 

String 
Length 

40.6 cm 
61.0 cm 
71.4 cm 
81.3 cm 

These sizes have little rescmblance to those of viols played today. We shall be 
writing much more on this issue, but for now, suffice it to say that modem wri ters 
have been misled into doubting these early writers because of misinterpretation of 
Praetorius 's pitch standards. 

Munrow's (1976) (13) paragraph on the viola bastarda (p. 89) needs correction. It 
says " . . . Prae tor ius ' statement that the viola bastarda was used mainly as an 
accompanying instrument, like the theorbo . . . seems to be mistaken. Ali the 
repertoire for it from Girolamo dalla Casa f l O onwards makes it clear that the 
viola bastarda was a virtuoso speciality, using a normal small bass viol in normal 
tuning, and is not in any way to be confused with the idiosyncrasies of the lyra viol. 
In other words, the viola bastarda was simply the continental equivalent of the English 
division viol. However, modem wri ters have regularly repeated Praetor ius ' s 
assertions to the contrary". There is nothing inconsistent in a virtuoso part being 
an accompaniment (eg. the lute and occasionai ms . bass viol parts in the consort 
of six written for by Morley and Rosseter) and students of the instruments should 
use the mentioned statement by Praetorius in his section on the theorbo (p.52) as a 
guide to a major musical function of the viola bastarda, ic . to accompany solo 
singers by intimating ali of the other voices in a multi-voiced composition. 

We have shown above how Prae tor ius ' tunings in fourths and fifths a re eminently 
suitable for the written music. A normal bass viol of this period does not have the 
range for much of this music. The division viol, described as such, did not appear 
until the latter half of the 17th century when the viola bastarda was ali but forgotten. 
A divided style of playing was ubiquitous throughout the whole history of the viol, and 
even the lyra viol tablatures are no exception. Considering our discussion above on 
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the s imilar i t ies between the lyra viol and the viola bastarda, we do not see any 
basis for the dogmatism of the quoted statement. 

A writer as prolific as Praetorius could not help but make some mistakes, but we 
have yet to see evidence of any in his writings on the viola bastarda. He suffered 
the serious defect of not knowing or telling us ali that we would like to know, but 
think of how much more ignorant we would be without him. When there seems to 
be an apparent disagreement between different early sources , it is much more 
fruitful to explore possible interpretations which would remove the disagreement and 
to learn from those that work, than to jump to the conclusion that one or other of 
these sources is in e r r o r . 
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FoMRHI Com 38 
PRAETORIUS AND ENGLISH PITCH STANDARDS IN THE 17th CENTURY 

Ephraim Segerman and Djilda Abbott 

CAMMERTHON AND CIIORTHON 
Organologists not specificali}' involved with organs might have missed 

an important paper by Thomas and Rhodes (1) on Praetor ius ' s pitch standards (2) . 
In it they confirm Ellis 's (3) determination of a' = 425 Hert7 for the pitch pipes 
described and dimcnsioned by Praetorius who idcntified this pitch with "Chorthon" 
pitch standard. They also convincingly argue that he was referring to the only pitch 
standard adhered to by his North German intended readership. This pitch standard 
was also called "Cammerthon" there . The word "Cammcrthon" means chamber 
pitch implying instruments, and "Chorthon" means vocal pitch in church choirs . 
Praetorius discussed the pitches of the organs that accompanied the choirs , and, 
when talking about old choral organs tuned a fourth higher or a fifth lower than his 
comtemporary standard, he was most thankful that choral pitch in his time usually 
was at that standard. It was his concern for vocal pitch which led him to name 
his pitch-pipe standards "Chorthon" rather than "Cammerthon" although the latter 
was more universally adhered to internationally. 

Much of his discussion was motivated by his reaction against a move by 
some of his contemporarics to raise the standard a semitone. He expressed a 
preference for a Chorthon standard about a tone lower than Cammerthon, such as 
was used in ali of the churches in Prague and various Catholic centres , a standard 
which reduced vocal strain and effort and improved the tone. (He mentioned that 
these places used both standards, and since we can show that tbe Gross Sechs 
Chorichte Cither which was made in Prague was at the low standard, we conclude 
that both standards were used outside of church. ) To enable vocalists lo s in j a tone 
lower, he suggested that stringed instruments should be tuned down (allowing their 
strings to last longer and stay better in tune) and other instruments should transpose. 
He maintained that harpsichords, flutes and other instruments mafie for the lower 
pitch sound better, but such instruments are quite inconvenient for use in combined 
choral and instrumentai works (such as Praetorius wrote for), presumably because 
the chorus was inextrieablv associated with the organ and ali of the organs he was 
concemed with were at Cammerthon. If he had his way, Cammerthon would be used 
only for ammusement at the table and convivial occasions, and ali organs would be 
tuned and built for a pitch a tone lower. But alas such a change would be quite 
impossible in his Germany, so everyone there is forced to retain the standard as it 
was, being called both Chorthon and Cammerthon. 

It is clear that Praetorius was advising his readership to use the lower 
pitch standard whenever they could, but not in church. When he was advocating the 
maintenance of the current church standard, he was striving for an achievable goal 
(removing ali footholds that the advocates of a higher pitch could advance from) 
rather than fighting for a lost cause (lowering the pitches of the organs). 

ELLIS AND MENDEL 
Ellis erroneously chose to use Praetoriusps preference fcr a low Chorthon 

to rationalize the conclusion that Cammerthon was a tone higher than a'= 425 Hertz. 
He wanted a higher pitch standard so that the particularly low vocal range (in 
Cammerthon) reported by Praetorius would correspond with the ranges in contemporary 
choirs. Mendel (5) compounded this error by concluding that the Cammerthon 
standard was even higher from comparison with the ranges of professional singers. 



Neither Eilis or Mendel considered that the method of voice production (and its effect 
on range) could have changed since Praetor ius ' s t ime. 

PRAETORIUS ON ENGLISH PiTCH STANDARDS 
Praetorius made specific statements about pitch standards in England. 

He said that the pitch in England and in Italy was the same as that of the German 
princely choirs , presumably Cammerthon. He was probably referring to choral 
pitch since he followed this by a somewhat tentative statement that English 
instruments such as cornets and shawms (or hoboys) were pitched just a little lower. 
At another point he said that long ago in England and the Low Countries the wind 
instrv.mcp.ts were voiced ar.d tuned about a minor third lower than his Cammerthon. 

None of these statements is useful in determining the pitch standards 
of stringed instruments. Our analysis of the small English cittern had to assume 
that he thought that it was at a low standard to account for his peculiar tuning. His 
discussion of the orpharion gave its tuning in Cammerthon and his listing of string 
pitches gave tunings in this and in a tone low pitch standard. 

PITCH STANDARD OF ENGLISH STRINGED INSTRUMENTS 
Now that Thomas and Rhodes have set the record straight on the 

Cammerthon pitch standard of Prae tor ius , we have combined Praetor ius 's string 
lengths with data on tensile strength (mostly derived from Mersenne ) and the 
the ranges of the string materials as derived from the reported ranges of 
instruments, and come to conclusions about the pitch standards of the various 
instruments he depicted. Some of the details of our analysis a r e available (in FoMRHI 
and Galpin Soc. J . 1974) and the remainder will be?iWe will here just summarize 
the conclusions. Ali pitch standards a re given relative to Cammerthon. 

Praetorius 's Chor-laute and many other instruments were at pitch 
standard? 1 to 4 semitones low. His violin and viol families and the English wire 
instruments (the small English cittern, the orpharion and bandora in their usuai 
English nominai tuning) were ali at pitch. 

By comparison, Talbot's (7) measurements, when properly interpreted, 
show that the violin family, wire instruments and English lutes and theorbos were at 
pitch, but the viols were at a standard a tone low. The French theorbo and French 
lutes were 2-3 semitones low. Simpson's.30 inch string length for the division viol 
fits perfectly with Talbot's data. \ « ) 

M ice's English 2-heidcd lute, if the same size as the one Talbot described , 
Implies that he adhered to a tone-low pitch standard. 

Mersenne's (9) bass viol was slightly bigger than Talbot ' s , implying a. 2 to3 
semitor.e-1'..w standard for early 17th century French viols. An interlocking piece of 
evidence is that if we assume that the early 17th century English viol consorts when 
playing alone, often played at a tone below the French viols ( 4 or 5 semitones low) 
for sweet ne ss of sound, then Mersenne's and Praetorius 's statements about them in 
these cireumstances will fall into place. It is clear that both these authors made some 
e r r o r s concerning English viols, but it is not difficult to understand where they were 
led as t ray .The implication of this is that otherwise English viols were at approximately 
the same standard early in the 17th century as l a t e r , i . e . about a tone low. 

Whcnever the type of English lute playing with viols was specified on the 
music, it was generally a mean lute or a bass lute (tuned a fourth lower), so we 
assume that they were at the same, approximately tone-low standard as the viols. 

-H-
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There is some evidence indicating that the consort-of-six, written for in 
Morley's and Rosseter ' s Consort Lessons ( io) seems to have been intended for use 
at either pitch standard, presumably since it mixed instruments normally at 
different s tandards. A small treble lute appropriate for the Cammerthon standard 
was specified on both title pages. The treble violin, cittern and bandora were ali 
at their normal pitches At Cammerthon pitch a particularly small bass viol of 72 cm 
string length was needed, and if early 17th century viols had the same distribution 
of string lengths as the later ones that Talbot described, a lyra viol would have been 
appropriate. The illustration of this consort in the Henry Union painting (11) shows 
the bass viol played in a way particularly appropriale for lyra-style music, i . e . a 
short bow striking the strings only at the beginning of a note letting the strings 
resonate afterwards rather like on a lute. Mace later in the century indicated a 
similar flexibility by prescribing the use of the leero-viol as a division viol. At the 

alternative tone_low standard, normal treble and bass viols would be used. The 
cittern can be tuned a tone down with no problem of strings becoming unusablc. 
The bandora's seventh course does become unusablc tuned a Ione down so the music 
carefully avoids ever using the seventh course. The treble lute could be tuned a tone 
down with no problem since only six courses were used in this music. A mean lute 
could have been used as well. We have no data about fiuto or recorder technique or 
pitch standards in England at the t ime, and so cannot discuss the probabilitics of 
either using different instruments a tone apart or transposing. 

When violins played with viol consorts in the 17th century, it is possible 
that they were adjusted especially for the lower pitch standard. This adjustment is 
evident in many 17th and 18th century paintings of violins playing with lutes ( eg. fig. 
237, 238 and 245 of Buchner l s t ed.) (13) , in which the bridge is moved down the 
soundboard away from between the nicks in the f-holes towards the tailpiece( 14-). 
If the soundpost remained in the same place,this bridge placemcnt.on the other side 
of and further from the soundpost, would give a weaker tone, an asset in balancing 
with weaker-toned instruments. When violins played with only bass viols, the use of 
leero-viols at Cammerthon would be a viable alternative. 

17th CENTURY ENGLISH CHURCH PITCHES 
Church organs and bells of identified pitch reprcsent the only other data we 

know of concerning 17th century English pitch standards. Of the half dozen such 
organs and bellsincluded in Ell is 's large list (15), ali but one are well within a semitone 
semitone of Cammerthon. The exception is a 1683 organ at Durham which is almost 
exactly a tone higher. Praetorius mentioned that some old organs were tuned a tone 
or a tone and a half above Cammerthon. Thomas and Rhodes suggest that high pitches 
could be a disease of organ old-age. When Nathaniel Tomkins published his father 
Thomas's 'Musica Deo Sacra ' in 1668 (16), he included a statement of absolute 
tempo and pitch: semibreve - 36 M.M. and a tenor F organ pipe is 2^ feet long. 
The latter leads to a ' = 474 Hz, a tone above Cammerthon. The organ al Worcester 
Cathedral that his father played on and was very attached to was rebuilt to Cammerthon 
standard (15) between Thomas Tomkins ' death in 1556 and the publication of 'Musica 
Deo Sacra ' , possibly as a result of damage during the second seige of Worcester . 
Nathaniel's nostalgia is understandable. Thomas Tomkins ' high-pitched organ was 
built in 1613-14. (17) It is not inconceivable that Praetorius in 1619 was reacting to 
knowledge of this organ as well as perhaps other aberrant high-pitched new organs 
when he was advocating a universal Cammerthon standard. The pitch of ita replacement 
shows that his view was widely held in the 17th century, 
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vrarf. 

The amount of available information on 17th century English pitch standards 
is obviously limited. We very much doubt whether we are aware of it ali ( eg. we have 
not seriously looked for wind instrument data ) . Let us have some correspondence 
on this and try to get a comprehensive view. 

CONCLUSION: This note contains many speculative conclusions based on rather 
scanty data coupled with our analysis of string pitches. That little data though cannot 
be denied, and any alternative speculations need to be consistent with carefull reinter-
pretation of that data. We are not now under the Ellis-Mendel handicap that Hayes(18), 
Bessaraboff (19) and Donnington (7) suffered from thanks to Thomas and Rhodes, so 
the time is ripe for reinterpretations of the data that confounded those scholars so. 
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ON THE STRING LENGTH OF THE lOth CENTURY VniUELA DA MANO 

E Segerman and D Abbott 

Some of the vihuela music (1) involves a full stop (barre) on the first fret while 
fingering the fifth fret, involving a stretch of about 1 9 ^ of the string length with 
equal tempered fretting. This is very difficult for most players on an instrument 
as large as the surviving vihuela in Paris (2) which had an originai string length 
of about 80 cm. 

The only other known information or. the sizes of vihuelas is inconographic. On 
representation^size can be determined by comparison with objects of known ~ize. 
The most convenient such object is a human player of the instrument. A method 
for scaling representations is given in the Appendix. 

In the Table we show the results of measurements of string length on photographs 
of 4 drawings, 2 sculptures and a painting of instruments believd to have been 
intended to be vihuelas. Because of crudity of drawing,either because of the 
art ist 's technique or the small size of the originai, some of these data could be in 
error by more than 10^. Our feeling is that most of it is accurate to less than 10%. 
Distinguishing vihuelas from guitars is not helped by the habit the ar t is ls had of not 
being very concemed about getting numbers of strings or pegs right. With 
justification discussed here later , size is the primary cri terion. 

It seems then that these data offer some evidence for string lengths of aboul 60cm 
(5 depictions), 70 cm (2 depictions) and 80 cm (the surviving Par is instrument). 
The first courses of such instruments could be tuned to P , d' and e' respectively 
in a pitch standard within a semitone below modem. This set of relative sizes is 
remarkably similar to the instructions often appearing in Baroque guitar books on 
how to transpose 'alfabeto' notation for guitars of 3 sizes to play together, where 
the smallest is tuned a fourth above the largest and the middle*-sized one is a tone 
above the largest . 

Bermudo (8) mentioned a six-course "descant" as one of a trio which can play 
together, the others being a vihuela and guitar. He did not describe the "descant" 
as he did (rather repetitiously) every other instrument involvcd, implying that it 
was so little different from another instrument already described that it did not 
need to be independently considered. We cannot imagine it to be other than a small 
vihuela. His instructions indicate that the descant was tuned a fourth above the 
vihuela and that the first course of the guitar was tuned a fifth above that of the 
vihuela when the three played together. 

It seems reasonable to relate the surviving Paris 80 cm vihuela in e ' to Bermudo's 
proper vihuela, and the 60 cm vihuela in f to Bermudo's 
descant. This implics that the guitar 's first course was tuned to g', a most 
appropriate tuning if we consider that the size of the Dias guitar at the Royal College 
is typical. The Guerrero illustration (9) shows a guitar of this size (about 55 cm 
string length). Bermudo implied an a' tuning for the guitar, which is consistent 
with this if we assume that mid-16th century Spain used a tone-low pitch standard. 
On this assumption the descant would have been considered to have been in g' and 
the large vihuela in d \ Bermudo indicated that the vihuela player could imagine any 
pitch level for the instrument's tuning, but g' or a ' was most usuai. Luis Milan 



seems to have preferred a'. 

The surviving Par is vihuela has space for 9 frets on the neck. In chapter LXV Bermudo 
wrote that the vihuela has 9 frets, but his illustration shows 10 and his fretting 
calculations a re for 10 frets . He could have been ineonsistent, but it would be 
reasonable to consider that he was thinking of large ones when mentioning 9 and small 
ones when indicating 10. Luis Milan mentions 10 frets and since his music involves 
noticeable hand s t re tches , the small vihuela seems to be the more appropriate one, 
(though he mentioned both large and small ones when discussing the relative thickness 
of strings to put on). 

Sixteenth century Spaniards clearly distinguished between the vihuela da mano (with 
the 'da mano' dropped after Milan's publication) and the guitar. Bermudo referred 
to the separate families of vihuelas ar-.d guitars. He mentioned a 5-course guitar. 
Fucnllana (10) wrote music for a 5-course 'vihuela' with tne interval of a third in 
the same place as in a guitar, which was followed by 4-course music specified for 
guitar. If we assume that the usage of each writer was consistent (as we must do 
unless or until there is contrary evidence) then neither number of courses nor nominai 
tunings are the distinguishir.g factors. The vihuela was a more aristocratic instrument, 
but the inclusion of guitar music in the printed books of Fuenllana and Mudarra (4) 
indicates that ar is tocrats played guitars as well. The guitar had at least one course 
in octave tuning while the vihuela had none, so this is a possible source of distinction. 
A more prohable source of distinction is s ize . Mudarra's (4) guitar music 
included a point where the 3rd and 8th frets need to be fingerèd simultaneously. 
With equal-tempered fretting (as specified by Bermudo), this stretch involves over 
21^ of the string length (Milan's music for vihuela requires a much more advanced 
technique but it requires a stretch of less than 1 9 ^ of the string length). 

Only after the decline of popularity of the vihuela towards the end of the 16th century, 
and perhaps somchow related to this, do we find evidence for la rger instruments 
being called gui tars . It is curious that the guitar in Spain in the mid-16th century 
played a similar little-brother role (same body shape, essentially the same technique 
but smaller) to the vihuela in aristocratic circles as it played to the lute before then 
in its previous incarnation with a round back. 

Bermudo's distinction between "vihuela" and "descant" (vihuela) seems to us to 
imply some greater legilimacy to the larger instrument. This parallela Milan's 
illustration of a larger instrument than the one that he probably wrote for. The 
size distinction between the vihuela and the popular but somewhat less aristocratic 
guitar could have led to this linguistic bias. 

We understand that Diana Poulton has heard of the existence of another surviving 
vihuela in South America, the history of which goes back at least to the first half 
of the 17th century. We look forward to more information on this instrument 
becoming available. 

We would appreciate hearing about other illustrations of vihuelas. These would 
either add support to the generalizations made above or add new dimensions to 
this rather difficult problem. 
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B a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " the existence of many 16th century Spanish 
broadsheets showing illustrations of vihuelas and guitars. One, reproduced on the 
dust jacket of the Jacobs edition of Milan's works. having 4 strings and a string length 
of 40 cm, seems to be a small guitar. Another used by Mason on publicity handoufs 
for his Dee. ls t Wigmore Hall recital shows 6 strings over the body (ambiguous over 
the fingerboard) and a string length of 54 cm. It could be either a particularly small 
vihuela (equivalent to the English treble lute) or a normal guitar. If such small vihuelas 
of equal size to larger guitars existed (perhaps being distinguished by number of courses 
and back curvature) then they, together with the 80 cm size would be able to play the 
duets for two vihuelas tuned a fifth apart by Valdarrabano'^ These broadsheets certainly 
need to be looked at. ^ 

APPENDIX I. THE SCALING OF INSTRUMENTS IN SCULPTURES AND PICTORIAL 
REPRESENTATIONS 

Ideally we should have tabulated a set of average dimensions of people and their 
clothing, taking into account age, sex, social standing, period and locality. We uoufj 
relate instrument sizes with those features most reliably known and easy to measure . 
The data are unfortunately not available to us now. There are data on variation in 
stature with time in the l i terature , but ali we have found so far is a comparison of 
the average modem man's height 5ft 9in with his height in 1700 of 5ft 4Qin, a 
difference of 65%. Armour in museums testifies to medieval and Renaissance 
shortness. It is said that nutritional factors a re probably responsible, and that 
their greatest innuence on ultimate bone size occurs during babyhood. Cranial 
development is more advanced than other bone growth at birth and this could mean 
that head dimensions are less affected by nutrition than other measurements . Head 
size is usually very difficult to estimate in ar t works because of hair styles and 
other head coverings. 

There are two measures relating to head size, either one or the other of which is 
usually available on represenlations. One is the interocular (pupil-to-pupil eye) 
distance and the other is the distance between the mouth opening and the centre 
point between the eyes. On pictorial representations the former is more useful if 
the subject's face is pointed close to or above or below the observer . The lat ter is 
more useful if it is pointed to the side of the Viewer. 

Until better data becomes available we decided to use measurements of modem 
people for our scaling. On 8 adulta, which included members of the household and 
guests, we measured the interocular distance and the moulh-centre of eyes distances 
and the average values were 63.2 mm and 64.6 mm respectively. The root mean 
square deviations of the measurements from these averages were 3.6 mm (5.7£) and 
5.3 mm (8.27) respectively. We noticed that there was a tendency for people who 
were particularly high in one of these parameters to be low in the other, and vice ve r sa . 
Consequently, we averaged the parameters for each individuai first and then found 
the root mean square deviations of the individuals was 1.8 mm (2.8^) about the mean 
of 63.9 mm. 

Considering the e r r o r s involved and the probability that Renaissance people were a 
bit smaller , we have decided to use 63 mm as a standard estimate for either of 
these measures , and to add or subtract a few mm. if the facial proportions on the 
re presentation seem to resemble those of the more aberrant of the people measured. 

We hope that these estimates will be precise to within a semitone or 6%. We cannot 
guarantee that the ar t i s ts maintained this level of accuracy, but they offer most of 
the data on instrument sizes that we have, and such data must be taken very ser ious ly . 



TABLE OF VIHUELA REPRESENTATIONS 

Drawings 

"Orpheus" in Milan's FI Maestro 
Dolphin rider in Narvacz 
"Psa l tcs" In Mudarra 

German-Catalan dictionary 

Ref 

Approximate 
String Length 
(cm) 

Number 
of Strings 
Depicted Pegbox 

1 
3 
4 

5 

70 
57 
60 

58 

6 
5 
3 

5 

10 pegs 
8 pegs 
picture too small for pegs to 
be shown 
lute-like pegbox with 3 pegs 
on side visible 

I 

O 
Sculnturcs 

Vergerà lecturn in Toledo 
Portico in Ubeda 

6 

7 

60 

63 
5 
6 

missing 
indistinct in the illustration 
we have 

Painting* 

Marti in Valencia 

Other illustrations without a player 
(not used here) 
Drawing in Milan El Maesto 
Drawing in Bermudo 

1 
8 

71 7 bridge-hand 
8 hand-neck 
9 over neck 

6 
7 

indistinct in the illustration 
we have 

12 pegs 
12 pegs 
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FoMRHI Com. UO 

WHY ARE LUTE PEGBOXES BENT BACK? E". $. *+At>. A . 

Lutanists are often asked why the pegbox is set back at such a sharp angle. We 

believe that a remark by Ganassi in the first chapter of Regula Rubcr.tioa (1542) 

has some hearing on this question. He stated that viols are best played when held 

nearly vertically, and that holding them cross -wise , as some people did, was 

inferior since it took up twice as much space. We can imagine that this space 

factor would have been most relevant when the company was huddled around a 

fire in wintry weather. 

A 1562 illustration of viols played cross-wise (held ra ther like a lute) is Veronese 's 

famous 'The Marriage at Cana". The viols shown there could well have been 

constructed so as to minimize the antisocial space-taking effect of this playing 

position since their pegboxes a re bent back at a remarkably lute-like angle. 

MM 



FolGCfl Corvir ici t ion 4 ' 

Lirr: Fi^rcx^s XD -rscrs. 
William 3. Samson 

T ?.•?. often str-;c.< by the lack of siail-rity between the pegboxes 
and r.ec>s of Tiodern lutes and those seen in contemporary paintings. 
"BpYjT'aZ.- 3e rcrr.an *r.d D'i ".e- Àtv.»ot% hrvc elsrified many points of lute 
desifn(?oVR":I 2?). The intention of this note is to anplify a little 
on the r h'cct of po'box-=s and r.ecks. None of what I have to say is new 
but it his r.ever been spelt out clearly in the form given below. 

I restrict iy co--.er.t3 to lutes; not theorboes, archi ites or 
chittaror.e. These ir.str:-ents are not yet well enough understood to 
na^e cle*r recor.".er.dntijr.s to nrorncctive nal'prs. 

The ir_f->r—.ation give.. belo* can easily be verified by studying any 
reasonably large set of contemporary illustrations of lutes, such as the 
Lute Sosiety's picture collection. The rules given below are not invar-
iably true, but they do hold for typical instruments of each-rind . 

A. SIX TO NINE CC"3SE HJTHS- Ali strings are on a single pegbox with 
no tracie rider.Thrre are usually eight clear frets on the neck although 
nine are smetirr.es fo.:r.d.(e.g. Agostino Carracci - Man with a lute. 1576) . 

2. TSN Ci" R33 L'JTSS - The pegbox is normally as in A above but a treble 
rider 13 assetine» found. Occasionally the lowest three or four courses 
are on i separate, bent-bac!< pegbox with a single nut (not the stepped 
nuts found or. rr<-tny modem Iute?). Tr."**e are usually nine clear frets on 
the nec'<, with the fingerboard/soundhoard join at the position of the 
tenth fret, or thereabouts.(e.g. ter Brugghen - The singing Iute-player, 
which is in the National Gali ry. A doublé headed lute is to be found 
in J?r. Vienne Volenaer's Young nan playing a lute and a young woman 
playing a cittern; - again in the National Gallery) 

C. ELEVEN CCU3SS L'JTrìS -The pegbox is normally single with a treble rider 
and the elever.th course passing over an extension of the nut, off the 
fingerboard. The nec!-: is as ir. 3 above. (e.g. Francois de Troy's 
portrr.it of Charles r'outon in -he Louvre or (?'Teeter Pranchoi.is'painting 
cf alr.c rla;*er (."'ri;- '"usic, "etc-ber 1975, p35?)) 

3. TTEL7E CC33S UTSSS - There are two S-shsred pegboxes with eight 
co'trser in the r<Sn re-box and /; diapasons on the stepped nuts of the 
seco-.d perjbox. Tr.e diapason pegbox is parallel to the neck and the other 
is rer.t-back. ?'r.? n?c< is as in 3 above.(e.g. ter Borch - TVonan playing 
a 1 te; - in the National Gallery).It has been said that some eleven-
ccurje 1 :t«: *ere made in this way but I can find no hard evidence to 
shor that this was done. 

E. T T2TSZN CCUHSS UTES - As Michael Lowe points out (GSJ 1976) 13-
co-r.-e l'ites are almost always elever.-course lutes with two diapasons 
carried on a bass rider.(e.5. see surviving instruments) 
Robert Spencer, however, mentions on page 313 of Early Music, July 1976 
that the last stage of development of the lute (post 1720) was a lute 
with a theorbo-like head. 

Many of the paintings centioned above are illustrated in Early Music 
Aprii 1975 and October 1975. 
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MUSEUMS, COMMERCIALISM AND INSTRUMENT DRAWINGS 

E. Segerman and D. Abbott 

Several museums holding early instruments have been issuing drawings of 
these instruments at very commercial pr ices . The drawings a re usually made very 
attractively and the price is comparable with other objects on the market which a re 
similarly interesting as wall decoration. Another justification given by museum 
officials for the commercial price is that instrument makers a re going to make profits 
from instruments constructed from the drawings, and the museum has a right to share 
in these profits. Though we could argue the last point, we will accept these justitications. 
Nevertheless we feel that there are many non-commercial instrument makers needing 
authentic design information on early instruments who a re not being properly catered for. 
They often cannot afford to buy a commercially-macle instrument and a re willing to trade 
considerale labour for cost to get an appropriate instrument to play on. The price of 
the drawing could doublé the financial outlay to make an instrument, and this can be a 
hardship. 

Another way that these museums neglect the amateur maker is that often not 
enough information is included in the drawing for an inexperienced maker to construct 
an instrument. The experienced maker can make better gucsses as to what this 
information will be, but the probability that he will produce a reasonably accurate copy 
is stili lowered. 

We do not argue with this policy if a museum wants to res t r ic t its intended 
markets to interior decorators and professional makers , though we are sure that there 
is an element of convenient self-delusion involved in that amateur makers a re a large 
fraction if not the majority of their cus tomers . 

We have been shocked to discover that many museums expect to make the same 
profits from the sale of drawings of their instruments even if the measurements and 
the drawings a re made by others and if the others intend to distribute these drawings 
on a non-prof it bas is . Their legai position on this with respect to copywright law is 
highly questionarle (see Com. 28). So is their moral position as publicly supported 
caretakers of artefacts of our common history. Nevertheless we organologists need the 
cooperation of the museums in our researches so we need to play the game according 
to their rules no matter how illegal or immoral these may be. 

We appreciate that museums a re underfinanced, in that what they feel they need 
to do costs more than their given budgets allow, so commercial operations can be very 
helpful. But whom to thus commercially exploit can be a problem when their prime 
purpose is to serve the public, present and future. Those who themselves commercially 
exploit the museums ' holdings a re reasonable victims, but what is a commercial 
enterprise is often a question of arbi t rary interpretation. NRI Design Service, though 
non-profit, does charge money for the designs, and this factor alone seems to be enough 
for museums to class us as "commercial" . If we paid the royalty the museums seem to 
expect it would more than doublé the cost of most of the designs to our members . Our 
members a re hungry for information on instrument design, and since early instruments 
were much more diverse than modem ones, many designs need to be collected to get a 
perspective of the range involved in authentic design. Because of this need for 
quantity such a high price in designs is unacceptable. 

Our pian then is to try to workup designs in a ra ther scholarly and unart ist ic 
way and seek permission to distribute them from the museums holding the originai 
instruments. If they demand their pound of flesh for this permission, we will jre-do 
the design in a more scholarly and even less art ist ic way and try again. At worst the 
information could ali be verbal.and numerical with geometrica! analyses for ali shapes 
rather than outlines, and we can' t imagine them having the audacity to charge us for that ! 
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Notes on the Horninan liuseum's handbook: Vind Instruments of European 
Art ."hisic, 1974, 107 pp, 96 photos on 20 plates and the covers, 45p» 

Jeremy Montagu 

I reviewd this book in GSJ 29 ar.d had forgotten, un il I received ray 
copy of tne Journal, that I prorised to list here ali the additional 
information that I had accumulated on ar.y of the instruments. Descrip
tion of the book, ar.d comments on the text, will be found in GSJ 29, 
ar.d, cespite terr.ptaticn, I do net intend to amplify them here. I shall 
assume that ycu have bought the book, which is cheap enough and is an 
essential hans-list to the Carse, the Full and the general collections 
of the Horninan Museum, which is the best public collection of European 
wind instruments in this country, and I shall go through, starting with 
the plates, page by page. 

Piate 1, fig. 11. This tabor pipe is Easque. 

Fiate 9, fig.44- Passe de l'aisette is marked I.Ifi as usuai. It is pre
sumably Swiss. 

Piate 14, fig.63. The mouthpiece of the cornett is not originai; it 
was made for Carse by Canon Galpin. 

Piate 20, fig.90. Thia set of Perinet valves appears to be on a trum-
pet, but I cannot find any instrument in the following lists to 
which it belongs. 

• fig.91. lt would be better to use the alternative term of 
Systè.T.e Felge for this set of 'Vienna valves' since they are on 
an Ar.twerp valve trombone. 

p.66, Carse 53• This instrument is in parentheses because it was stolen 
many years ago. 

p.68, Carse 157: the carne 
184• the same 

p.71 Heitz recorder, see fig.7 (there is no cross-referencing from 
text to plates or vico versa; I will therefore list them here). 

p.72 r-nflish llapeolet, Keith Frowse, see fig.8 
Doublé Flageolet, Fainbricge, Carse 17,- see fig.9 

p.73 French flageolet, ar.cn., Carse 141, see fig.10 
Tabor pipe, anon., 324-1885, for Provencal, read Easque; see 

fig.11. I think that this may be a Victoria & Albert 
Huseu.v number; many of their ethnographic and folk 
ir.stru.-;ents went to the Hcrniman. 

Pitch-pipe, Bull, 227, see fig.12 
p.74 Fife (in B fiat), anon., see fig.24 

Ficcolo(in E fiat), kohler, see fig.21 
Piccolo (in F), Dawkins, see fig.26 
Ficoolo(in li fiat), Thibcuville, see fig.22 

p.75 Set of Two Flutes, T.Lot. i'he lengths Vary according to the joints 
used, "cut the boros reraain Constant, so that these aimensions 
cculi nave been given, as well as a range of lengths, at least 
givir.g maximum an^ minimum, as (a) x-y. I don't like 'Flute in D' 
as a name, anyway; the flute is not a transposing instrument, at 
least in this size, especially when one gets to the 8-key and 
icehm instruments. 'Ccncert Flute' might be better, or just 'Flute' 
fcr this size. 

p.76 Flute (in D), Xctzler, see fig.13 
Flute(in F), Cioulding, D'Alamine, Potter, see fig.25 

p.77 Flute (in D), Laurent, see fig.14 
p.78 Flute (in D), Prowse, Carse 68A, see fig.15 

Flute (in D), Sudali & Rose, Carse 97, see fig.17 
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p.76 Flute(in B fiat), Astor, Carse 14A. The key has been removed and 
the hole blocked with wax. 

p.79 Flute (in D), Siccaraa, see fig.16 
. Flute (in D), Clinton, see fig.18 
Flute (in B fiat), Improved London, see fig.23. Who was 'Improved 

London'? Was he one firm, or did a number of makers and/or 
dealers use this stamp? What was the improvement? Nobody 
seems to know; has anyone done any research on it? 

p.80 Flute (in D), anon., 1972.221, see fig.19 
Flute(in D), Rudall, Carte 4 Co, 1972.157, see fig.20 

p.82 Oboe, Stanesby jr. s%e fig.27 
Oboe, J.Power, see fig.28 
Obce, Wylde, see fig.29 

p.83' Oboe, Golde, see fig.30 
Oboe, Maino & Orsi, see fig.33 
Oboe, Zimmermann, see fig.51 (̂ here is a copy of one of Zimmer-

mann's Trade Lists in the Museum's Library, around 1880-90 
if I remember rightly). 

Oboe, Rudall, Carte, see fig.32 
Oboe, Lorée, see fig.34 
Cor Anglais, Brod, see fig.56 
Cor Anglais, Rivet, see fig,55 

p.82 (sorry to keep harking back to what I've missed), Oboe, Delusse.T.Lot, 
the body is stamped Delusse and the beli is stamped T.Lot 

p.84 Bassoon, Gedney. Sounds a semitone below modem pitch. 1 think 
it's a pity not to include cross-reference information 
where available. Carse Catalogue, which thia handbook ia 
intended to replace, notes that thia was no.153 in the 
Royal I'dlitary exhibition Catalogue; there are a number 
of other R.I1.E. instruments in this collection. 

Bassoons, Anon. & Proser, Carse 139 & 318. rotti had the wrong crooka 
at one stage, 139 did not fit the instrument and the Proser 
had a pin hole, so it can't have been originai for a 4-key 
bassoon. For the Proser, see fig.35 

Bassoon, Goulding, Carse 125* This instrument has e single-reed 
mouthpiece, which may well be originai (cf.the James Wood 
mouthpiece in the National Museum of Wales, St.la/ran's) 

Bassoon, Savary, see fig.37 
p.85 Bassoon, Goulding & D'Almaine. Has Wood's Patent tuning slide on 

the wing, and the wing is stamped Wood's Patent. 
Bassoon, Schott, see fig.36. Sounds at A.440 
Bassonore, see front cover. R.l-.orlev Pogge (henceforth Ri-IP - he 

gave me a lot of notes and was enormously helpful when I 
worked at the Horniman) said this instrument was probably 
by Winnen, who taught Triébert, and was certainly French. 
I have given the Museum ali the information that Morley 
gave me, but not much has got into the handbook, hence the 
need for this Communication. 

Bassoon, Hawkes. Hawkec is stamped as the importer; it is not made 
by hawkes. 

p.86 Musette, anon.,Bull 185, see fig.43 
Basse de Musette, see fig.44* This is not 'ancnymous' but is stamped 

I.IR. 
Soprano Sarrusophone, see fig.45 
Reed Contrabass, see fig.46 

p.87 Clarinet, I.S.W. Carse identified this as Johann Stefan V.alch of 
Berchtesgaden, but cf.Langwill (4th edn) for this. 

Clarinet, Goulding & Co, Carse 126. Mouthpiece is marked 'J.Wood 
fecit'. 

Clarinet, Winnen. The mouthpiece ia not originai. 



p.87 ccntinued 
Clarinet, Biumann. RI-IP told me that Baumann made the C# key for 

Xavier Lefèvre, who invcnted it, pre-1800. Carse thought 
that key was added, but R>J? said it was originai. 

Clarinet, Astor, Carse 82, see fig.47 
Clarinet, liilhouse, mouthpiece marked 'J.Wood fecit'. 

p.88 Clarinet, Bilton, Carse 60, see fig.48 
Clarinet (in A), anon., Carse 253» Carse catalogued this as in B 

fìat, 
Clarinet, 3'Alenine, Carse 47• Stamped Wood's Patent and has Wood's 

tuning slide. 
p.89 Clarinet, Buffet Jeune. Correct cat.no. to 28.3.62 (these figures 

are tee accession date, i.e.28th March 1962). see fig.50 
Clarinet, Fetzler, Carse 1693, see fig.49 
Clarinet, Rudall Carte, see fig.52 

p.90 Clarinet, hawkes, see fig.51 
Tenor Clarinet, Higham, see fig.57. Carse called these Alto Clari-

nets, which I ned thought was the more usuai term. 
Bass Clarinet, see fig.58 

p.91 Saxor.-:or.e, Sax, see fig.59- Carse catalogued this as in B fiat; 
if it is in E fiat, it must be Sopranino, not Soprano, 
which is what the measurements suggest. 

Saxcphone, Killereau, see fig. 60 
Octavin, Doering. Carso regarded this as a dealer*s mark; cf. 

Longwill. 
Octavin, anen., see fig.61 
Tarocato, see fig.62 

p.92 Cornett, see note for Piate 14 above. see fig.63 
Serpent, Carse 223. nMP thought might possibly be by Baudouin, 

but on a later visit thought this doubtful. 
Serpent, Lauicuin. RM? said the crook was probably English. 
Serpent,Eilton, see fip.64 
upriìht Serpent. Carse called this a Bass Horn; RI-IP said the 

preper name was Serpent de Cavalrie and that this one was 
protatly French. 

Serpent Forveille, ce? back cover. hMP said that Darché was at 
this address (7, rue des Fossées; only bits of the stamp 
survive) 1S;7-1855» rather later than the book suggests. 

Br.ss Hom, anon., Carse 284. Carse catalogued this as 'said to 
have b;en made by F.Pace', but RMP said it was certainly 
not by Face and might be Frichot's originai model, made 
befere 15C0; see Grove. 

Runsian Barscor.s by Jc.ntet and Tabard. RMP said should be called 
Crhicarytcn or Upright Serpent. For the Jeantet, Carse 
246, see fig.66 

Bass horn, ar.cn, Carse 124, see fig.65 
p.93 Key B-igle, hetzler, see fig.67 

Cphicleide (.ooder..', see fig. 69. 
Crhicleide, Jautrot, Carse 106, see fig.70 (to be pedantic, the 

•rench instruments should be sc-elled Ophicléide). 
Key fruiret, Carse 95» see fig.68. 'existing state' presumably 

rer>rs to the fact that there are no crooks. 
p.94 Truspet, haas. The mouthpiece is not originai, nor is it right 

for the instrument, since it does not project past the 
back bow. 

Trumpet, Xodisch. A lash-up using an alto trombone beli. 
Trumpet, I.G.U. This is in E fiat, not D. 
^rumpet, Keroer. This is in F with D crook. 
Fanfare Trumpet, Carse 196, see back cover. 
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p.94 continued 
Fanfare Trumpet, Carse 249A, see fig.71. C'arse thought this pair 

was by Kohler. 
Trumpet, Carse 66, io in E fiat, not D, and has a cornet shank in 

it and a modem mouthpiece. 
Trumpet, Carse 100, is circular!y coiled, rather than folded. 
Cavalry Trumpet, Premier, is in high-pitch F. 
Trumpet, Sandbach 4 Uyatt, see fig.73* It has 4 crooks. 
Trumpet, Pace, Carse 199, is in D. 

p.95 Trumpet, Pace, Carse 76, has A crooks. 
Trumpet, Bohland & Fuchs, has 2 crooks 
Trumpet, Ilahillon, see fig.74* Has high- and low-pitch tuning 

slides. 
Slide Trumpet, Carse 64, see fig.72. In F. 
Slide Trunpet, Kohler, Corse 147. The Perinet valve was added 

later. There is a full set of crooks, F-C, and two tuning 
bits. 

Slide Trumpet, Wyatt. According to Carse, this was made in 1890 
(not reconstructed) and was exhibited at the Royal Aqua-
rium Exhibition in 1892. 

Slide Trumpet, Kohler, Carse 71» According to Carse is a Harper's 
Improved, and it has a full set of crooks etc. in its 
originai box. The mouthpiece is certainly a Harper. 

Trombone, Nagel. I am not convinced that this is a reconstruction. 
Tubular stays do not justify this description. The beli 
of thi3 instrument is rotting to the o.tent that it is 
only the coating of lacquer (very thick, like ali the 
brass instruments in the Horniman) that is holding it 
together. The great puzzle about thic instrument is the 
mouthpiece that can be seen in it in ali Carse's illus
trations but that has now vanished; it does not seem to 
have been with the instrument when it arrived at the Hor
niman in 1947* Is so extraordinary a mouthpiece authentic, 
or was it a figment of Carse's imagination? 

Trombone, Ricchi. The'part o f means that there is only the 
beli joint. 

Trombone, Bernareggi, see back cover. 
Trombone, Courtois, see fig.76 
Trombone, ?Van En^elen, see fig.91 
Trombone, Keat, see fig.75 
Valve Trombone, besson(?) (the registre is marked Besson Breveté), 

see fig.77• Th effect of the registre is to lower the 
pitch by a 4th. 

Valve Trombone, Perdo. Roth, see fig.92 
p.96 Bimbonifono. This Carse clansed as a valved bugie, but valve 

trombone is more accurate, lt has 5 whole tone and one 
semitone decending valves, and one uscenJing semitone valve. 

p.97 Hunting Horn, Bull. In fiat pitch F (between E and F modem). 
It has its originai ivory mouthpiece. 

Horn, Carse 254. In E fiat. RMP said c.1705 English. 
Horn, Carse 296. Sharp pitch - produces E with an E fiat crook. 
Horn, Startzer. Accoraing to Carse it ha3 the date 1770 on it, 

and there are no crooks. 
Horn, marked Raoux, Carse 209. According to RMP the crook is not 

originai, it is probably not by Raoux, and if it is a 
Raoux it is Lueien-Joseph, see fig.60 

Horn, Raoux, Carse 166, see fig.81. Cor solo by Lucien-Joceph 
Raoux. 

Horn, Carse 122. The attribution to Jahn is from RMP, about the 
only one of his commenta that has got through. 



p.97 ccntinued 
Eunting Horn, Carse 230. In D. Marked Gautrot, etc, with the GA 

and the anchor as usuai. 
Eunting Horn, Carse 248. In B naturai (l); a real lash-up. The 

mouthpipe socket accepts a trumpet mouthpiece. 
Kunting Horn, Jacquot, see fig.79* In D. RMP says second half 

of 19th century. 
Horn, Collard & Collard(who were dealers). RMP says made by Smith 

of Volvsrharpton. 
Horn, Key. According to Carse, three crooks took the mouthpiece, 

and there were seven couplers (i.e.three master crooks). 
Eric Halfpenriy worked out the permutations and combinations 
and they used to be shown on a label by the instrument. 
see fig.82. 

Eunting Hom, Gautrot, Carse 44* In D. RMP said properly called 
a trompe à huit tpurs (not nine). 

Eunting Hom, Ducitene. In D. RMP said 1862-7- , 
Hom, 5.<t Co. Boosey, according to Carse. 
Horn, Potter. Carse thought this was French, imported by Potter. 

p.98 Cornet, Kretzschmann. see fig.83. Should be called Cornet Simple. 
Comet, Pace, 55.107, see fig.87 
COITI et.Fenturn. Has 3 crooks (ali my references to crooks were 

correct in 1961, when I checked them ali). 
Cornet, Guichard. Complete set of crooks and two originai mouth-

pieces. 
Cornets, Kohler, Carse 236 & 35« 'Ae valves should be called ei

ther Shaw's Patent Swivel Valves, or Kohler's Levers. 
256 has 2 crooks. for 35, see fig.88 

Cornet, Distin, Carse 198. Made by Sax and imported by Distin, 
who was his English agent at one stage. Bell over the 
valves model, see fig.89 

Cornet, Metzler. iias 5 crooks. 
Post Horn, Keat. Iias a long tuning slide. 
Cornet, Kohler, Carse 181, see fig.84. Has McFarlane's clapper 

key and a complete set of crooks. 
Cornet, Kohler, Carse 187. This is Eayley's Improved Acoustic 

Cornet. 
Cornet, Carse 182. According to Carse, said to have been brought 

from Russia. 1 seem to remeraber seeing Sediva instru
ments like it in Prague (see GSJ 2l) 

Cornet, Wallis. 'The valves are the wrong side of the mouthpipe 
and it may have been made for a left-handed player. There 
is a Vallis Trade List of about this period in the Museum's 
Library. 

p.99 Cornet (Bchc). If there are only three valves, how does the echo 
work? 

Clavicor, see front cover 
Saxhorn, Sax. Marked La Famille Distin, and made for their concerts. 
Saxhorn, Distin, see fig.85 
Tenor Hcrn, Carse 50. Bell-over-the-shoulder model. Carse thought 

made by Uhlmann, Vienna, but might also be American. 
Flugel Horn, Gautrot, see fig.86. Soprano in E fiat. 
Ballad Horn, Rudall, Rose, Carte. This is not a Ballad Hom, which 

was Distin's patent name, but a Vocal Horn. Samson called 
his valves Finger-Siides. 

Bugie, Farquhar3on, see front cover. 
p.100 Bugie, Carse 153- ^his is a Cycle Club Bugie and it is marked 

W.S H. 
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p.lOO continued 
Saxhorn, Boosey. Thia is a Koenig Horn, and it has three crooks 

and compensating pistons. 
Bugie, Carse 56B. This is a Boy's Bugie, pitched in the usuai 

B fiat but with small bore to make it less effort to 
blow. 

I hope that these details may be of use, now that the Carse Catalorrue 
is out of print. Morley Pegge gave me more detail on the brass than 
on the woodwind. Perhaps another FoMRHI member can give us more detail 
cf the woodwinds. ìt may be worth saying again that as well as the 
handbook, the plates can be bought as a separate little folder, casting 
only 15p-> s o that if you know anycne working as a student of wind 
instruments, there are ampie illustrations available very cheaply 
(where else can you buy 92 photographs for 15p.?) to illustrate any 
written work. 

FURTHER ON COMMUNICATION 29 

E Segerman and D Abbott 

Comm. 29 has aroused some discussion amongst lute makers , especially at the 
annual informai get-together at the Lute Society Summer School. We talked to 
people who have seen many more rarly lutps than we have. and as a result some 
points need modifieation. 

C 1. The end elasp can be thinner than the ribs so that it can more easily bend 
around the compound curve. On the inside, opposite it, with about the same 
width, somewhat shorter in length and up to 3 times its thickness, is an 
inside clasp called 'fausse' or 'contrebragne' by Mersenne. These two clasps 
sandwich the ends of the ribs which, according to Hellwig's X~rays, can 
often be rather broken-off inside. * * 

C 7.The neck block cutaway is not as common on originai instruments as we 
thought. This is a pity since the acoustic and repair advantages with no 
strength disadvantages a re so obvious. 

Several points need to be emphasized with respect to Comm. 29. We attempted to 
indicate what we hoped were typical parameters of early lutes . The proper research 
assembling ali of the data possible so as to try to determine what is typical (and 
what were significant variants from typical) at each time and place has not yet been 
done. As we said, some was just guesswork based on relatively little data. For 
instance the suggestion in C 13 to increase the rib thickness to 2 mm. is based only 
on an originai mid~16th century lute back in our possession which has sycamore 
ribs 1.8 - 2.5 mm. thick Mersenne (1636) said 2.5 mm. We have since been told 
by an authority that most of the lutes he has restored had ribs closer to l m m . in 
thickness. 

We hope that there was no implication read into Comm. 29 Section C that Philip 
McCleod Coupé agreed with ali of our suggested modifications. Until the proper 
research is done (and perhaps even after, if the data cannot resolve issues) it is 
appropriate that there be friendly differences of opinion. 
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REVIEW: INSTRUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE BY 
DAVID MUNROW, 1976 and THE WORLD OF MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS BY JEREMY MONTAGU, 1976 

E Segerman 

Most scholars in the early music field feel that offering the products of research 
to the concert and instrument-buying public as it happens is very naturai and healthy. 
They are learning more and more about how and on what early music was really done, 
and the performers and instrument makers are getting better and better at recreating 
it. Thus. if mistakes are made in ignorance along the way and if there is a time lag 
in the response of performers and instrument makers to the research because of 
their investment in old ways, it will stili ali come out as authentic as can be in the 
end. It is in this spirit that these books on early instruments were written. 

For the scholars this practical realisation of their work is most stimulating, but 
there is a very serious danger when we consider the effect of communication of false 
information to the concert audience and the instrument buyers whose commitments a re 
primarily to musical appreciation and expression and only secondarily to historical accuracy. 

The problem is one of initial aesthetic commitment, analagous to imprinting in 
animai beahviour. Readers of Conrad Lorenz will know that baby geese will follow 
the first nioving object they see after hatching, and if it happens to be Lorenz , the 
real mother goose gets ignored. We ali know that first impressions a re the most 
lasting. I have been spoiled from enjoying the more authentic 6onorities of recent 
performances of those Monteverdi pieces that moved me so when I first heard them 
in the 1936 Nadia Boulanger recording . That recording is the only meaningful 
performance for my personal aesthetics and this is most disturbing since I intellectually 
know better. 

As any propogandist knows. information offered to the public when they are highly 
receptive to it sticks so tenaciously that subsequent refutations of e r ro r s can never 
be more than partially effective. When people are shown that they have been misled 
the usuai reaction is annoyance and rejection; the danger then is^when members of 
the public realize that they have been misinformed,they will either turn away from 
early music or reject authenticity as a significant factor to str ive for (as has happened 
with the folk music movement). 

Both authors have acquired deep understanding of certain classes of early instruments 
and could write authoritatively about these, but it is somewhat impossible to attempt 
comprehensive books on early instruments when much of what is written involves the 
interpretation of the work of others that the authors have not understood on such a 
deep level. It is perhaps unfair that this review is written by me who can only claim 
some compctence in the area of s t r ings, an area in which the authors could be expected 
to be the weakest. But since we ali agree on the supremacy of strings for 'ser ious ' 
early music, the needs for accuracy in this area a re most pressing. A commentary 
on the contentious points of the strings sections of both books was supposed to be part 
of this review, but it is becoming so long and taking so much time (being the prime 
reason for the delay in production of this issue) that it will needs be a separate 
communication in the next issue. 
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The amount of information surviving about early music and instruments is s tr ict ly 
limited. In a very few years , this information on early music-making will be 
sufficiently analysed and argued for us to know what they most probably did and 
used, to know what they most probably did not do or use, and to delineate what 
aspeets of their activities we shall probably never know. We will then be able 
to distinguisi1 between the authentic, unauthentic, and conjectural, and write 
authoritative books on early music and instruments. Both authors mention the 
realization that their books a re far from the last word on the subjects they treat 
but this will not prevent many readers from uncritical acceptance of what appears 
so attractively in print. 

The casual reader will not be seduced into early music by either book. He will 
quickly tire of the texts of both. The Munrow book is remarkably thorough and the 
detail is too complicated to take in quickly. The Montagu text is s impler but written 
in a dryer, less involved style. Relating the text in the latter to the illustrations on 
different pages and with different codes is most exhausting. Thus the casual reader 
will quickly be reduced to just looking at the pictures of peculiar objects in association 
with peculiar names. The new convert will find both books very helpful in 
accelerating his learning, but since there a re many e r r o r s in each, the dangers 
mentioned above are most ser ious . The experienced serious student of early music 
already accustomed to both the wild speculation and the ignoring of data contrary to 
expectations by the best of scholars will not suffer from these dangers . He will find 
each book a mine of valuable information not easily available elsewhere and will 
keep copies of both d o s e at hand. 

The books differ greatly in the treatment and choice of i l lustrations. The Montagu 
book restriets itself to early depictions of instruments and photographs of surviving 
ones. This is appropriate since the book is about early instruments. In spite of 
the text of the Munrow book being mostly about early instruments, the il lustrations 
are largely about surviving folk relatives of early instruments (country cousins), 
modem simulations of early instruments,and the people who contributed their musical 
or instrument-making skills to the Early Music Consort of London. His gcnerosity in 
plugging the people who contributed to his success and his honesty in pointing out those 
non-authentic aspeets of the instruments shown do not detract from what I consider to 
be the irresponsibility oi implying that make-believe early instruments played with 
obviously modem technique are good enough. I appreciate the altempt in the 
illustrations to impart an immediacy of early music being played today, and would be 
most happy with the depiction of accurate copies of early instruments played in 
positions typical of those shown in early il lustrations, but too often this is not the 
case. It is true that the majority of the illustrations are appropriately early, but they a r e 
rarely given as much prominence as the modem and folk instruments. The much 
welcome exception is the cover. The illustrations in the Montagu book are its 
strongest point, being generally very c lear . Many are not readily available elsewhere 
and those which are are produced with greater quality. 

The Munrow text is a remarkably good collection of current beliefs about early instruments 
and the bibliography is an excellent guide to the readily available secondary l i t e ra ture . 
It also offers a most valuable selection of translations of early sources . I had great 
difficulty in finding an originai thought. It is a tremendous Job of research of the type 
that Rutherford called "stamp-collecting", with no synthesis. 
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Montagu oleariv hadn't read as much about what ethers have said as Munrow did, and 
this shows not onlyTthe pitiful bibliography. Montagu was much less inhibited about 
thinking tor himself. As expected. this has led to both excellent insights and considerable 
howlers. Though I can learn more facts about early instruments from the Munrow book, 
I get more feeling of their reality from the Montagu book. 

In conclusion, members ot FoMRHI would be well advised to acquire both books, the 
Munrow book for its comprehensive coverage of modem sources and many quotations 
from early sources . and the Montagu book for its stimulating ideas and excellent 
illustrations. 

We hope that other specialists will complement the survey of contentious points that 
we will include on strings in the next issue. The books a re so different in style and 
valuable in their own ways that each will deserve second editions. Let us help to get 
them right. 

A PO l,QG V. E . S . and D.A. 

V.'e must apologisc for the serious delay in the appearance of this set of 
VoMìUII tommunur ' t i fns. Ali of the contributions except ours were on time. The 
main cause tur the delay was the book review Comm. 44. We were given to 
ur.derstur.o that publishers are particularly keen to have their books reviewed as 
quickly as possible after publication, so we decided to hold over until E .S . finished 
it. which svinateti immimnt. Well it got longer and longer until D.A. convinced , 
him to spili -t.giving the general part as Comm. 44 and the specifics in the next 
issue. Meanwhile our other contributions rcrnained in manuscript form because 
D.A. ha«! a serious hit'e. Iv>-n of ine disease E.S. usually suffers from: typewrito-
phuhu. We have now been rescued from more serious consequences developing 
from this problem bv the appearance of an angel in white by the name of Christine 
McWillinm. I.ike ali the best angels she is eonstantly improving her lute playing, 
and after lessntis she volunieers to help with the typing. 

Again, v.e are \ery sorry for the delay and feel that the fellows would be 
justified in transfer ring production of the quarterly to others. We can't honestly 
promise Ihat e r ro r s ot judgemetit will never happen again, but we do promise to 
trv ha nie r to avoid them. 

LATE APDITl^NS 

Peter John Lang has about -100 Kg of Rio Rosewood mostly in boards about 5 feet x 
6 ìr.ches x 2 inches. Most ot these include the centre of the tree so one gets usable 
wcod either side of the centre. Pr ice £1.50 per Kg. preferably in bulk. He has some 
boards without the centrai bit. Address: 744a Fulham Road. Phone: 01 736 0630. 

NEW MFMBEKS 
Dr Peter J Baldry. Fourah Bay College. Freetown, Sierra Leone. 
Mr D J Tatem, 34. St Agnes Road, Heath, Cardiff, CF4 4AD. 
Thomas Proctor, 61 Inveraray Avenue, Pitteuchar, Glenrothes. Fife. Scotland. 
K M McKay, 27 Elsdon Drive, Forest Hall, Newcastle-on -Tyne 12. tei. 663578. 
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